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The Milk River Basin flows through northern Montana’s Northwest Glaciated Plains. 
Little information existed on the streams of this basin, hence to develop water quality 
criteria for the area, key physical, chemical and biological characteristics of ten 
tributaries o f the Milk River were studied in the summer of 2001.
Water samples were taken in June, August and September of 2001 and analyzed for 
nutrients and metals. Benthic and water column algae samples were taken at the same 
time and analyzed for chlorophyll a and ash free diy weight. Macroinvertebrates were 
collected once in June. In addition to water quality sampling, riparian corridor 
morphology was measured, and the condition of the riparian vegetation was assessed. 
Also, basin wide attributes of soil and land cover were analyzed using CIS databases.
The summer of 2001 was the fourth year of drought in eastern Montana, and 
observations of stream characteristics should be interpreted with that in mind. By the end 
of the summer, four o f the ten study reaches were flowing at a rate of less than 1 cfs and 
the other six streams had stopped flowing. All study reaches had high concentrations of 
phosphorus relative to nitrogen and were concluded to be nitrogen-limited. None of the 
study reaches exceeded the standard set to avoid nuisance algae levels in the Clark Fork 
River in western Montana. No study reaches violated standards for metals.
The original intent of the study was to contrast 5 highly impacted study reaches and 5 
relatively un-impacted reference reaches; but almost all the study reaches had substantial 
impacts and differed in many characteristics. Therefore, instead of classifying the 
reaches as reference sites or impacted sites, study sites were clustered into similar groups 
based on attributes of the study reach or its basin. The least impacted examples in each 
of these groupings may be the best reference examples available, despite their impacts.
Because of the severe drought conditions, setting water quality standards should be 
delayed until additional data are collected in wetter and average flow years.
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Introduction
The prairie streams of Montana’s Milk River Basin have never received the scientific 
attention given to the streams of Montana’s western mountains. Hence the natural 
behavior of these prairie streams is poorly understood, making it difficult to evaluate their 
condition. To determine the degree of degradation of these streams, we need some idea 
of their pristine structure and function. However, most of the streams in the basin are 
thought to be greatly altered by grazing, diversions and damming. Consequently few 
examples of pristine streams remain in the basin.
Many streams in the Milk River basin are considered to be impaired, that is, not 
supporting fully their beneficial uses. The Montana Department of Environmental 
Quality separates beneficial uses into three broad categories, recreation, aquatic life and 
water supply (MDEQ 2004). Recreation involves activities that involve physical contact 
with the water such as swimming or boating. Aquatic life beneficial use include plants 
and animals that are the basis of a healthy ecosystem including waterfowl and fur bearing 
animals. Although fish are an aquatic life they are listed as their own beneficial use due 
to their economic and recreational importance. The beneficial use for water supply 
includes municipal, agricultural, industrial and domestic uses. Bates, et al. (1993) also 
discusses the beneficial uses of water in the western U.S. They talk about the importance 
of water as a source of spiritual and community identity, the importance to navigation, 
importance to agriculture and settling the west, and water as an engine for industry. 
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act states that a water quality restoration plan, a total 
maximum daily load (TMDL), be developed for impaired streams by the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the states and tribal authorities. Also, the Montana Department of
1
Environmental Quality wants to improve and expand the tools it uses to assess beneficial 
use support in these streams. The intent o f this study was to; 1) characterize key 
physical, chemical and biological attributes of Milk River tributary streams; 2) attempt to 
determine which streams were least impacted; and 3) use their structure and function to 
develop criteria for healthy functioning and full beneficial use support. Because the 
streams vary widely in character, this study also attempted to group the streams based on 
key common factors.
Study Purpose
This study assembled new and existing information on tributaries in the Milk River Basin 
to assist in the development of physical, chemical and biological criteria for the Milk 
River Basin. Specifically, this study provides physical, chemical and biological 
information needed to classify streams into similar groups and to characterize their 
condition and ability to support aquatic life. The information gathered will also be useful 
in the development of water quality restoration plans (or Total Maximum Daily Loads) 
required by the Clean Water Act.
Milk R iver Basin
The headwaters of the Milk River are in Glacier National Park (Figure 1). The river 
flows out of the park north into Canada near Cut Bank, Montana. In Canada, the river 
flows east and then south to reenter the United States northwest of Havre, Montana. The 
river turns east again and flows along U.S. Highway 2 past Glasgow, MT where it joins 
the Missouri River.
Figure 1 — The Milk River Basin in the U.S. and Canada.
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The Milk River basin covers about 23,330 square miles, including 15,135 square miles in 
the U.S. From the headwaters to the confluence with the Missouri River, the river is 
roughly 465 miles; 110 miles are in Canada. From where the Milk River reenters 
Montana, it is roughly 320 miles to its confluence with the Missouri River. Along this 
stretch of the Milk over 15 tributaries enter the river. Some of the largest are: Big Sandy 
Creek, Battle Creek, Clear Creek, Beaver Creek, Frenchman River, Rock Creek, Willow 
Creek and Porcupine Creek. This study focused on these streams.
Most of the Milk River basin from the Canadian border to the Missouri River is in the 
Northwestern Glaciated Plains Ecosystem (Omerick 1987). Some of the basin’s 
headwaters are in the Middle Rockies ecoregion which include the Bears Paw Mountains 
and a portion of the south east comer of the basin is in the Northwestern Great Plains 
ecoregion. (Figure 2)
Figure 2 — Ecoregions in the lower Milk River Basin in the U.S.
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Grasslands cover 60% of the Milk River basin in the U.S. (Figure 3) Cultivated land, is 
the next biggest land use at 30% of the U.S. basin. The rest o f the U.S. basin is covered 
by riparian areas (4%), rock or barren land (3%), and forests (2% mainly in the Bears 
Paw Mountains).
Figure 3 — Landcover types in the lower Milk River Basin in the U.S.
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The Milk River basin has an arid climate. (Figure 4) The majority o f the basin receives 
10 to 12 inches of precipitation a year. There are pockets of higher precipitation in the 
Sweet Grass Hills and Bears Paw Mountains, which receive up to 24 inches at the highest 
elevations. Most of this falls as snow in the winter.
Figure 4 -  Annual precipitation in the lower Milk River Basin in the U.S.
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Study Design
Site Selection
The original study plan was to select five of the least impacted and five of the most 
impacted tributaries of the Milk River. However, since the area was suffering from a 
drought which started in 1998 (NWS 2004), many smaller streams were not flowing; 
hence we decided to focus on 10 of the largest tributaries. The specific sites on those 
tributaries were selected based on accessibility, with public lands preferred so that no 
conflicts with private land owners would be encountered if sampling were to occur in the 
future. Best professional judgment was used to chose the final ten sites based on the 
amount of algae visible at the sites and general condition of the riparian corridor.
Next we attempted to put these tributaries into a high impact group or a low impact 
group. However, we noted that all the tributaries had some impact -  often multiple 
impacts -  and most had at least one type of fairly severe impact. The sites selected 
appear in Figure 5 and their location information is summarized in Appendix A,
Figure 5 -  Study sites in the lower Milk River Basin in the U.S.
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Field A ssessm ents -  Timing and param eters assessed
A variety of physical, chemical, and biological assessments were performed to 
characterize the streams; most are part of the EPA’s Western Environmental Monitoring 
and Assessment Program (Peck et al.) protocol.
In June, August and September 2001, the following parameters were measured in the 
field: stream flow, pH, conductivity transparency, dissolved oxygen, water temperature 
and air temperature. In addition, water samples were collected at these times for later lab 
analysis o f pH, alkalinity, conductivity, sulfate, chloride, calcium, magnesium, sodium, 
potassium, nitrogen, phosphorus, dissolved organic carbon, and dissolved inorganic 
carbon. Periphyton was also collected for areal biomass and community composition 
analysis. Benthic macroinvertebrates were sampled for community composition analysis
only once during the month of June. Physical habitat (channel morphology and riparian 
condition) was assessed once; most sites were assessed during the June sampling trip and 
the remaining in August.
Research on Available W atershed and Stream Information
Information from other sources was collected in an effort to put these stream 
measurements into a watershed context. Most information was collected from the 
Montana Natural Resource Information Service (NRIS) which provides a clearinghouse 
on natural resource information around the state. Often NRIS provides links to data 
available from other agencies such as the United States Geological Survey (USGS). 
Watershed information collected from these sources included watershed soils, land cover, 
land use and climate information.
Watershed Soil A ssessm ent
Soil characteristics of the watersheds o f the study streams were obtained from the Soil 
Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) soil data and analyzed using Soil Data Viewer, 
an Arc View 3.2 extension developed by the Natural Resource Conservation Service.
Soils were analyzed on a county basis and then broken up into 10 watersheds. For those 
watersheds extending into Canada, soil information for this system is not available, so no 
analysis was performed on areas in Canada. Watershed sizes ranged from 268 square 
miles (Frenchman River Watershed within the U.S.) to 1308 square miles (Beaver Creek 
Watershed which is completely within the U.S.).
The Soil Data Viewer has the ability to analyze soil data for numerous attributes ranging 
from directly measured physical factors to highly interpreted information like land use
suitability. Six factors were chosen for analysis in this research. These factors pertain to 
physical attributes of the soil and include: 1) representative slope, 2) depth to soil 
restrictions, 3) hydrologie group (runoff potential), 4) permeability class, 5) percent clay 
and 6) sodium absorption ratio. Descriptions of these attributes taken from the Soil Data 
Viewer manual can be found in Appendix B.
The Soil Data Viewer user must also select analysis settings to be applied to the selected 
factors. The settings selected in this analysis are summarized in Appendix B, Table 7.
W atershed Land Co ver
Land cover was analyzed using GIS methods and information available from the 
Montana Gap analysis data project (WSAL 1998). The Gap analysis project classified 
land cover from satellite imagery, using a two step process. First, an unsupervised, 
classification determines patch boundaries and spectral classes. Second, a supervised 
classification uses TM bands, elevation, slope, and aspect to determine land cover type 
labels. “Supervised” classifications means checked by an experienced remote sensing 
scientist. In both steps, agricultural land, urban areas, cloud cover and fires were 
manually determined. More information about the GAP data can be found at the 
Montana State Library website (NRIS, 2003)
Field Methods
Field data collection protocols mostly followed protocols outlined by EPA’s 
Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program Western Pilot (Peck et al.), with 
additions described below. EMAP methods are being used throughout EPA Region VIII, 
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming, as part of the
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EMAP’s national water quality assessment. EMAP protocols include measures of water 
chemistry, biological assessments of aquatic macroinvertebrates, vertebrates and 
periphyton, and physical/morphological characteristics of the stream reach. This project 
did not collect vertebrate data.
Site layout
EMAP protocol calls for each study site to be divided into reaches by 11 evenly spaced 
transects. It is at these transects that most measurements take place.
Procedures for positioning transects can be found in the EMAP manual in chapter 4 (Peck 
et al.). First the total study site reach length is determined based on the average wetted 
width o f the stream. If a stream is dry or intermittent, than the width of the unvegetated 
channel is used. Wetted width is measured at 5 locations and averaged. If the average 
wetted width is greater than 4 m, then the reach length is 40 times the mean wetted width. 
If the average wetted width is below 4 m, then a minimum stream reach length of 150 m 
is used. Transects are spaced at 4 times the mean wetted width or Vio of the sample reach 
length. Transects are labeled A thru K, with transect A always the most downstream 
transect. Each transect crosses the stream perpendicular to the stream flow. Each 
transect is divided into 3 sampling points, left bank, middle, and right bank. A sample 
taken at the right or left bank is taken from a point half way between the middle of the 
stream and the bank. Reach lengths and transect spacing for all study sites can be found 
in Appendix A, Table 6. At least one transect at each study site was georeferenced using 
a Magellan GPS unit. Pictures were taken at transects A, F, and K looking upstream and 
downstream. Pictures of other items of interests were also taken at each site. A sketch of
each site was also made. Once a sample reach was set up, the same transects were used 
throughout the study.
Physical / Morphological Characteristics
Each site’s physical characteristics were measured using techniques found in the EMAP 
manual, chapter seven (Peck et al.). Measurements are split into three groups depending 
on where measurements are made -  at a single transect (discharge); at all transects 
(substrate size and embeddedness, channel widths, fish cover, bank angle, and largest 
riparian tree seen fi*om the transect); and between each transect (thalweg profile, large 
woody debris tally, slope and sinuosity).
Discharge
Discharge was measured at one point along the study reach at the best location for 
discharge measurement, that is, where the channel is straight as possible and has a 
uniform shape and flow. Water velocity measurements were taken using a Marsh- 
McBimey Portable Water Current Meter (Model 20ID) at regular intervals (at least 20) 
across the stream and at a depth of 60% from the top of the water column. Each velocity 
measurement was integrated over 20 seconds.
M easurements made a t A ll transects
Channel widths were measured from bank full line to bank full line.
Riparian canopy cover was measured using a convex spherical densiometer, with part of 
its reflective surface covered so that that only 17 intersections are visible in a “V” shaped 
pattern. Six measurements are taken at each transect -  four at mid-channel facing 
upstream, downstream, towards the left bank and towards the right bank, and one 
measurement at each bank facing the bank. The densiometer is held about 0.3m off the
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water surface and the amount o f intersections covered in the densiometer by vegetation is 
recorded.
Bank angle measurements were made by placing a meter stick against each bank and 
measuring bank angle with a clinometer. The height and DBH of the largest riparian tree 
seen from the transect was recorded. At five locations along the transect, the following 
were noted: substrate size (the particle o f substrate nearest the toe of the left foot o f the 
surveyor was measured with a ruler), depth (measured with a meter stick), and 
embeddedness (notes how much of a surface substrate was exposed). An additional 
measure of substrate is taken mid way between each transect for a total of 105 samples. 
Measurements made Between transects
The thalweg is the deepest part o f the channel. Thalweg depth was measured at intervals 
o f 0.01 times the distance between transects or at a minimum of every Im. Pieces of 
large woody debris in each reach were tallied based on the diameter and length of the 
debris.
Sinuosity was measured by taking a series of compass bearings at points where the 
stream changes direction. Channel slope was measured, at the same locations as 
sinuosity, using a clinometer and sighting to a staff rod. Distance from the transect to 
each point when the channel changes direction was recorded as a percent of the distance 
between transects. For example, if the distance between transects is 50m and a sinuosity 
and slope measurement was recorded 25m away from the transect, then 50% was 
recorded on the field form.
All field data were recorded on EMAP forms (Appendix K). These forms were read into 
a computer that analyzes the field data to determine the study reach’s channel slope.
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sinuosity, percent fish cover, and substrate composition. The morphological data, 
measurements between and at transects, collected is not presented in this thesis, but are 
mentioned so the reader knows that the data are available fi*om Mike Suplee of the 
Montana Department of Environmental Quality.
Rosgen Classification o f stream  channels a t study sites
Study sites were classified based on channel morphology using the methodology of 
Rosgen (Rosgen, 1996). The Rosgen system places the streams into different channel 
classes based on the channels' morphologic characteristics such as sinuosity, 
entrenchment, and substrate. Most of these parameters were calculated using the EMAP 
measurements. Entrenchment ratio was measured using a laser level at one to three 
locations along the reach that appeared to be “representative” of the whole reach. At 
study sites with a fairly uniform stream shape, only one measurement of entrenchment 
ratio was taken.
Natural Resource Conservation Service Riparian A ssessm ent
Each site was assessed using the NRCS Riparian Assessment Worksheet (NRCS, 2001) 
found in Appendix J. This assessment scores sites based on several measures of stream 
stability and vegetative cover to assess the overall physical condition of the site. Scores 
for stability and vegetation cover are totaled to give an overall health index of: 
“sustainable” (80-100%), “at risk” (50-80%) or “not sustainable” (less than 50%). 
Sustainability, as stated in the NRCS Riparian Assessment Worksheet guidelines,
“is the ability o f a stream and its associated riparian area to perform certain 
physical and biological processes. These processes include sediment trapping.
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energy dissipation, streambank building, water storage, aquifer recharge, biotic 
diversity, and primary biotic production.”
The NRCS Riparian Assessment is not intended to be a quantitative assessment of a site’s 
physical properties. It is intended to identify areas of concern for a certain reach. This 
assessment is a qualitative look at how the stream is functioning at the point in time when 
the reach is assessed. As stated in the NRCS instructions, the assessment is designed to 
evaluate the “stability” and “sustainability” of a site, which is not necessarily the site’s 
potential. The scores each site receives could change from year to year depending on the 
management o f the site.
The assessment is completed by scoring the site based on 11 factors. The factors scored
are:
1) Degree of stream incisement,
2) Percent of streambanks with active lateral cutting,
3) Degree to which the stream is “in balance” with the water and sediment being 
supplied by the watershed,
4) Sufficient soil present to hold water and act as a rooting mass,
5) Percent of streambank with vegetation having deep, binding root mass,
6) Amount o f weeds (percent o f riparian area covered by weeds),
7) Amount o f disturbance-caused undesirable plants,
8) Amount of woody species establishment and regeneration,
9) Degree of utilization of trees and shrubs by browsers,
10) Amount o f riparian/wetland vegetative cover in the riparian area/floodplain 
and stream bank, and
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11) Riparian area/floodplain characteristics are adequate to dissipate energy and 
trap sediment.
Factors relating to woody species (8 and 9) do not apply to a reach if woody species are 
not expected to grow along the reach.
Instructions on completing the worksheet include guidance on how to determine a 
factor’s final score. While surveyor’s for this thesis have been trained in this method of 
assessment through course work and attending workshops, the assessment is designed for 
land owners and managers to complete on their own with minimal training.
Riparian Community Classification
Study sites were assigned habitat types and community types based on Hansen et al. 
(1995). This source classifies sites into community types based on the abundance of 
various plant species found at a site. This source provides interpretation on the position 
of these community types in successional sequences. For example, a Populus 
ffe/^ozV/^/Herbaceous (Great Plains cottonwood/Herbaceous) community type would 
represent a grazing disclimax. Hansen et al. (1995) also discusses possible management 
strategies and uses of the site appropriate for the type of habitat or community type. Site 
classifications were based on site visits and field collection of plant species found at the 
site.
Water Sample Collection
Methods for water sample collection were similar to those in the EMAP protocol. EMAP 
protocols call for water to be analyzed for chloride, sulfate, calcium, magnesium, 
sodium, potassium, total suspended solids, turbidity, pH, specific conductance, alkalinity.
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nitrates -i- nitrites, total persulfate nitrogen, total phosphorus and ammonia. Samples were 
-wa^ollected for soluble reactive phosphorus and total Kjeldahl nitrogen. Each water 
sample was collected at a single transect by grab sampling (except for Total Suspended 
Solids which was collected using a USGS standard DB 48 sampler). The same transect 
was used for sampling throughout the study period. All sample bottles and syringes for 
filtering were acid washed in the lab in a solution of 10% HCl and 90% deionized water. 
Collection bottles were rinsed with stream water three times before taking the sample. 
Samples were collected from the deepest part of the stream reachable by wading or from 
the stream bank with an extension pole. Each collection was made by moving the bottle 
up and down the water column until the bottle was full. All samples were collected in 
plastic Nalgene bottles. Samples requiring filtering were filtered using disposable 
Whatman 25mm GD/X 0.45 micron GMF which has a series of glass fiber filters going 
down to 0.45 microns and is able to filter large volumes of turbid water before clogging. 
All samples were frozen (using dry ice) until analyzed.
Algae Sampling
Protocols outlined in Section 8 of the EMAP manual for collection of periphyton were 
modified with the addition o f methodology from the EPA’s rapid bioassessment manual 
(Barbour et al. 1999) and protocols of the University of Montana Watershed Health 
Clinic for collection of algae. Algal samples were collected for areal biomass, for species 
composition and for nutrient content. Replicate samples for areal biomass were collected 
at each of the 11 transects — collection methods differed depending on the dominant type 
of algae present at each transect. Pinch samples were also collected at each transect to
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obtain a single composite sample that was subsampled to obtain aliquots to analyze for 
species composition and for C, N, and P analysis and species composition.
Sampling starts at transect A at either the left bank, middle of the stream or right bank 
determined at random (Figure 6). If the right bank is sampled at the first transect, then 
the middle of the stream is sampled at the next transect, and the left bank at the next 
transect. The pattern is repeated along the reach.
Figure 6 — Example algae sampling pattern
F
D \
C
4 #  Sample Location
At each transect one algal sample was collected for areal biomass analysis and one 
sample was collected and added to the composite sample.
Sample collection differed depending on the type of algae found at the site. For 
composite samples, if  floating filamentous algae were found at the transect, a pinch of 
that algae was placed in a nalgene bottle. If the transect had a rocky substrate with a 
diatom film on the rocks, then some of the diatom film was scrapped off a rock using a 
razor blade and placed in the nalgene bottle. If only sediment was at the transect, then a 
plastic syringe with the end removed was used as a corer to get the top 1 cm of sediment, 
and that was placed in the nalgene bottle. After collecting samples at each transect and 
placing them in the sample bottle, the composite was mixed (filamentous algae were 
chopped first) and sub-sampled for different analyses. The analyses performed on the
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aliquots of the composite included: species composition, acid/alkaline phoshatase 
activity, chlorophyll, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and ash free dry weight.
Areal biomass samples were collected using the University of Montana Watershed Health 
Clinics protocols. A sample was collected at each transect as described above but 
samples were not combined into one jar. Instead each sample represents a replicate and 
is analyzed individually. In addition, a known area was sampled. For filamentous algae, 
an area was marked using a hoop of 30 cm in diameter, and all material inside the hoop 
was collected, wrapped in foil and placed in plastic bags. In some cases this included 
macrophytes that could not be separated from the algae. Diatoms samples on rocks were 
scraped from a 2 inch by 2 inch area and placed in plastic petri dishes. Sediment samples 
were collected using the syringe modified into a corer as described above. The syringe 
was 2.6 cm in diameter and was pushed into the substrate to a depth of 1 cm. These 
samples were each placed into petri dishes.
In addition to the areal biomass samples collected at the transects, if any riffles were 
present at a site, periphyton was collected at those locations also. Samples from riffles 
were either attached filamentous algae or diatoms. Riffles were sampled where water 
was at least 30 cm deep.
Water column samples for phytoplankton chlorophyll were collected in streams that were 
not flowing and were pools were noticeably green. These samples were collected by 
filling a water bottle while moving it up and down the water column. These samples 
were then filtered through a Pall (Gelman) Type A/E 47mm glass fiber filter and the 
volume of water put through the filter recorded. The filter was placed in a petri dish.
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Once collected, algae samples were put under dry ice in the field and stored fi*ozen in the 
lab until analyzed.
Lab Analysis of Water Samples and Algae Samples
Water samples were analyzed by the Montana Department of Public Health and Human 
Services Chemistry lab for the following parameters: chloride, sulfate, calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, potassium, total suspended solids, turbidity, pH, specific 
conductance, and alkalinity using the methods summarized in Appendix B.
Water samples were also analyzed by the University of Montana Flathead Lake 
Biological Station for nitrogen forms (total per-sulfate nitrogen, nitrate/nitrites and 
ammonia) and phosphorus forms (total phosphorus and soluble reactive phosphorus).
Total phosphorus, soluble reactive phosphorus, nitrates/nitrites and ammonia were 
analyzed using the standard methods o f the American Public Health Association (APHA, 
1998). Total per-sulfate nitrogen (TPN) was analyzed using methods described by 
D Elia et aL (1977). Total nitrogen was calculated by adding TPN, nitrates/nitrites and X 
ammonia. BioStation Methods are also summarized in Appendix B.
Algae samples were analyzed at the University o f Montana Watershed Health Clinic for 
chlorophyll a, phaeophytin, and ash free dry weight. Samples were analyzed following 
APHA standard methods with the following changes. Samples are first thawed. For 
bigger filamentous samples, samples were chopped and mixed, then a small subset was 
taken out to analyze. For surface sediment core samples and biofilms scraped firom rock, 
the whole sample was analyzed. After thawing, samples were ground for 1 minute with a 
mortar and pestle in a 95% alcohol solution (Sartory et al, 1984). Enough solvent was 
used to attain a light green color. The solvent was drained into a graduated cylinder, to
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measure the volume, then placed into a vial. The periphyton sample was also placed in 
the vial with the solvent. Then the vial was warmed to 75® in a water bath and held at 
that temperature for about 5 minutes. Then the vial was centrifuged for about 10 
minutes. A 3 ml aliquot o f extract was removed from the vial and placed in a glass 
cuvette. The sample’s absorbance was read in a B&L 1001 spectrophotometer with 2nm 
slot width at 664, 665 and 750 nm. The extract was then acidified with 0.003M of HCl, 
mixed, and held for 90 seconds. The extract was read again at the same wavelengths.
The amount of pigment in each sample was calculated using the formulae:
Chlorophyll a in mg = [(A664b-A750b) -  (A665a-A750a)] x V x [R/(R-1)] x k/L 
Phaeophytin in mg = R[(A665a-A750b) -  (A664b-A750a)] x V x [R/(R-1)] x k/L 
Where A664b = absorbance at 664nm before acidification 
A665a = absorbance at 665nm after acidification 
A750b = absorbance at 750nm before acidification 
A750a = absorbance at 750nm after acidification 
R = acid correction ratio (maximum ratio of A664b:A665a) 
k = absorbance coefficient o f chlorophyll a at 664nm in 95% alcohol = 11.99 
V = total volume of the extract in liters 
The amount of pigment per square meter is determined by dividing the amount of 
pigment by the area sampled. (0.0025 sq m for template samples, 0.0707 sq m for hoops, 
0.00057 sq m for cores)
Samples were analyzed for ash free dry weight (AFDW), by placing the entire extracted 
sample into an aluminum weigh boat and drying to a constant weight. Then the samples 
were weighed using an analytical balance. Samples were then ashed at 500® C for 1 hour.
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cooled to room temperature, rehydrated with water, dried to constant weight and 
reweighed. Ash free dry weight (AFDW) is determined by the equation:
AFDW = dry weight -  ashed weight 
The AFDW was divided by the area sampled to give the biomass per square meter of 
stream. Large filamentous algae samples were handled a little differently. The 
subsample that was analyzed for chlorophyll and phaeophytin was analyzed for AFDW 
and used to obtain a chlorophyll to ash free dry weight ratio. The rest of the sample was 
analyzed for ash free dry weight and the ash free dry weight o f the total sample was 
determined by adding the subsample ash free dry weight to the ash free dry weight o f the 
rest o f the sample. Then the chlorophyll to ash free dry weight ratio from the subsample 
was multiplied times the ash free dry weight o f the total sample to estimate the 
chlorophyll in the total sample.
Results
W atershed and Site D escriptions
Appendix D, Tables 10 and 11, summarizes Rosgen Channel types and riparian 
community types at the study sites. Plant lists for the study sites are in Appendix E. 
Watershed land cover information (Appendix F, Table 13 and Figure 10) is based on data 
provided by die GAP project (WSAL 1998).
B ig Sandy C reek
Big Sandy Creek is the western most stream in this study with its headwaters in the Bears 
Paw Mountains. The watershed drains about 1821 square miles. Crop lands cover about 
52% of the watershed while grasslands, which may be used for grazing, cover another
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34%. Six percent of the watershed is forested with the majority in the Bears Paw 
Mountains. These percentages do not include Sage Creek, a major tributary to Big Sandy 
Creek that drains about 984 square miles. About 64% of Sage Creek is in agricultural use 
and about 33% in grasslands. Sage Creek enters Big Sandy Creek about 40 stream miles 
from the confluence with the Milk River.
The study site on Big Sandy Creek is located 20.5 stream miles upstream of the 
confluence with the Milk River and is downstream of the confluence with Sage Creek. 
The site’s riparian community was classified as a mixed Hordeum Jubatum (foxtail 
barley) community type and Rosa woodsii (woods rose) community type using the 
method developed by Hansen et al, (1995). These community types are considered to be 
grazing disclimaxes. Foxtail barley commonly occurs in areas with moderately saline or 
alkali water, which this site exhibits. Although there was little woods rose along the 
study reach, the creek was heavily dominated by woods rose just downstream across a 
bridge. This suggests that the study site could support more woody vegetation along its 
stream banks. Other species found at the site are listed in Appendix D.
At the sample site. Big Sandy Creek was classified as a C6 stream channel according to 
the Rosgen classification system. This channel type is slightly entrenched, meandering, 
silt-clay dominated, riffle-pool channel with a well developed floodplain (Rosgen, 1996). 
Clear Creek
Clear Creek is east o f Big Sandy Creek and, also has its headwaters in the Bears Paw 
Mountains. Clear Creek joins the Milk River between the towns of Harve and Chinook. 
Clear Creek is the smallest watershed in the study, draining only 137 square miles.
About half of Clear Creek’s watershed is in the Bears Paw Mountains and is not
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considered Northern Glaciated Plains Ecoregion. In fact Clear Creek’s study reach 
(which is approximately 34 river miles from the confluence with the Milk River) is in the 
Middle Rockies Ecoregion rather than the Northwestern Glaciated Plains Ecoregion.
The site’s riparian community was classified as a Salix lutea/Carex rostrata (yellow 
willow/beaked sedge) habitat type. This habitat type is common in foothill areas and 
near beaver ponds, a good description of the sample reach at Clear Creek which was just 
downstream of a beaver pond. In fact, the beavers expanded the pond during the 
summer, necessitating the shifting of a few transects further downstream. Of all the study 
sites, this site exhibited the most diverse riparian vegetation with the fewest species 
considered indicative of disturbance according to Hansen et al (1995),
The Clear Creek watershed had the highest percentage of land cover by forests (27%). 
This is not surprising given the amount of the creek’s watershed in the Bears Paw 
Mountains. The rest of the drainage consisted of 58% cover by grasslands, 8% by 
riparian vegetation, and 7% agriculture.
This site’s channel was classified as a Rosgen C4 channel which is similar to that of Big 
Sandy Creek except that Clear Creek’s bed is gravel-dominated.
Battle Creek
The next watershed to the east is Battle Creek which flows into the Milk River from the 
north. Over half o f this watershed is in Canada. Battle Creek drains about 1649 square 
miles (474 square miles in the U.S). The study reach for Battle Creek is located about 
13.5 river miles upstream of the confluence with the Milk River. Of the land in the U.S., 
80% is classified as grasslands and 14% is classified as agriculture.
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The riparian community of this reach of Battle Creek was classified as Symphoricarpos 
occidentalis (western snowberty) community type. However, much of the site was 
covered by disturbance-indicating species, such as Agropyron repens (quack grass), 
Juncos balticus (baltic rush), and Hordeum jubatum  (foxtail barley).
The channel was classified as a Rosgen G4c channel. These channels are entrenched 
gully systems with gentle slopes with gravel bottoms and are said to be experiencing 
continuous degradations (Rosgen, 1996). This site exhibited severe downcutting and 
may receive heavy pulse flows from an irrigation storage reservoir just upstream of it and 
also reservoirs in Canada. This downcutting is evident from an old cottonwood gallery 
on an abandoned flood plain about 7m above the current flood plain.
Beaver Creek
Beaver Creek flows into the Milk River from the south. The creek drains 1685 square 
miles, including the basin of one major tributary, Larb Creek, which drains 378 square 
miles. The study reach on Beaver Creek is located 97 river miles from the confluence 
with the Milk River. About 75% of the basin is in grasslands, 14% is in agricultural use, 
and 4% is rock or barren land. These percentages do not include Larb Creek which is 
described separetely.
Beaver Creek’s riparian area was classified as 3. Acer negundo/Prunus virginiana (box- 
elder/common chokecherry) habitat type using the key o f Hansen et al. (1995) even 
though box-elder occupied very little o f the study reach. When first working through the 
key, I was directed to the sedge key because the canopy cover o f trees was less than 25% 
of the canopy and shrubs cover was less than 10% of the canopy. However, after 
working through the sedge key, I came to the point where serai or human-caused
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disturbance types were the only choices. Before selecting one of these types, the key has 
the reader work from the beginning o f the key and reduce the canopy coverage of trees 
and shrubs to present at the site. When first working through the canopy coverage for 
bow-elder is 10 trees per acre and 15% of the canopy coverage for western snowberry. 
The key then leads to box-elder/common chokecherry habitat type though there is little 
box-elder, and chokecherry was not found. However the site did fit the description o f a 
heavily grazed early serai stage for this habitat type. This description states that western 
snowberry and woods rose can come to dominate a heavily grazed site. It is likely that 
the site is moving out of a Acer negundo/Prunus virginiana (box-elder/common 
chokecherry) habitat type to a Symphoricarpos occidentalis (western snowberry) 
community type.
Beaver Creek’s study reach was classified as a Rosgen G6c channel (similar to Battle 
Creek except for its silt and clay-dominated bottom and a gentler slope).
Larb Creek
Larb Creek joins Beaver Creek 22 river miles upstream of the Milk River. The Larb 
study reach was located 46 river miles upstream of the confluence with Beaver Creek. 
Like the Beaver Creek basin, Larb Creek’s basin is dominated by grasslands (88%) with 
a small amount of agriculture (3%) and rock or barren land (6%). Larb Creek was also 
noted for its prize mosquitoes, courtesy of the irrigated meadows around the nearby town 
of Saco — mosquito capital of Montana.
Riparian plants were not collected at Larb Creek. However, its riparian vegetation was 
similar to the Beaver Creek site but less diverse. Based on field notes from the site, this 
reach was classified as Symphoricarpos occidentalis (western snowberry) community
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type, mid-seral grazing disciimax. This would be in line with the grazing evidence found 
at the site (ie., humucking and pumucking, and cattle droppings). One interesting feature 
found at the site was an old meander cutoff 3 m above the existing creek. Found in this 
cutoff was one lone cottonwood tree.
Because o f its more gravel-dominated substrate, the Larb Creek site was classified as a 
G4 channel which was somewhat surprising given that its stream banks appeared to be 
dominated by fines and its water was very turbid with fines.
Frenchman River
The majority o f the Frenchman River (the river is sometimes called Frenchman Creek in 
Montana) watershed is in Canada. About 2367 square miles of the basin are in Canada 
and only 364 square miles are in the U.S. The Frenchman River joins the Milk River 
from the north about 23 river miles upstream of the confluence of the Milk River and 
Beaver Creek. The study reach on the Frenchman River is located about 40 river miles 
north of the confluence with the Milk River and about 38 miles south of the Canadian 
border. Water flow is influenced by dams along the Frenchman River. There is one dam 
and reservoir upstream of the Canadian border, and another about 7.5 stream miles below 
the sample reach. In the U.S. part of the watershed, 72% of the land is classified as 
grasslands, 7% as agriculture and 12% as rock or barren land. Six percent o f the land is 
covered with riparian forest. This is one o f the higher coverages o f riparian forest among 
the studied watersheds. This may be because the U.S. part of the Frenchman River basin 
is narrow when compared with the other study basins. The Frenchman River riparian 
community was classified as Symphoricarpos occidentalis (western snowberry)
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community type. Shepherdia argentea (thorny buffaloberry) was also found on the 
terrace above the riparian zone which is another indication of grazing disciimax.
Because of its sandy bottom and gentle slope, the Frenchman River study site was 
classified as a G5c channel.
Rock Creek
Rock Creek is another stream that originates in Canada - about 486 square miles o f the 
basin is in Canada and 574 square miles in the U.S. Rock Creek has one major tributary - 
Willow Creek which drains an additional 292 square miles (all in the U.S.). The study 
reach for Rock Creek is located 26 stream miles above the confluence o f the Milk River 
and 3.6 stream miles above the confluence with Willow Creek. Eighty-four percent of 
the watershed is classified as grasslands and 9% is in agricultural/cropland usage. These 
percentages do not include Willow Creek’s basin which is described separately.
Rock Creek was classified as Populus cfe/^oi^sfe/Herbaceous (Great Plains 
cottonwood/Herbaceous) community type. This community type is another grazing or 
browsing disciimax, and this site was being actively grazed during the study. This 
community type has widely spaced cottonwoods with an understory of herbaceous 
vegetation. At this site the understory included Glycyrrhiza lepidota (American licorice), 
foxtail barley and great plains barley.
This site was classified as a C4 channel like Big Sandy Creek. However, Rock Creek is 
in a constricting valley with bed rock walls whereas Big Sandy Creek is on a wide open 
plain.
Willow Creek North
To distinguish the two Willow Creeks in this study, the Willow Creek that joins Rock
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Creek is called Willow Creek North. Draining a basin o f 292 square miles. Willow 
Creek joins Rock Creek 23 stream miles upstream of Rock Creek’s confluence with the 
Milk River. The study reach is located 3.3 stream miles upstream of Willow Creek’s 
confluence with Rock Creek. This site is similar to the Rock Creek site. Like Rock 
Creek, 84% of the watershed is covered in grasslands. Only 3% is agricultural land and 
9% is consider rock or barren land.
Like Rock Creek, the Willow Creek site was also classified as Populus 
deltoids/WcrhdLCcaus (Great Plains cottonwood/Herbaceous) community type. However, 
there was also some Salix exigua (sandbar willow) community type. This community 
type was found along the lower stretch of the sample reach along the creek banks.
Sandbar willow is a species that is highly adapted to most disturbances. The extent of 
grazing pressure on this reach is not known. There are indications of some recovery with 
young cottonwoods sprouting on some of the river banks.
The Willow Creek site was classified as a F5 channel. These stream channel types are 
entrenched and meandering, deeply incised and in gently sloping terrain. Riparian 
vegetation plays a marginal role in bank stability at these sites where the banks are higher 
than the root depths of the plants. However in parts of the study reach young sandbar 
willows cover the banks down to the water.
Porcupine Creek
Porcupine Creek is the eastern most tributary to join the Milk River before the Milk River 
joins the Missouri River. The Porcupine Creek - Milk River confluence is 19 river miles 
west and upstream of the Milk’s confluence with the Missouri River. The study reach for 
Porcupine Creek was located 11 stream miles upstream of its confluence with the Milk
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River. The Porcupine Creek basin covers 731 square miles, all in the U.S. and has more 
agricultural land than other streams in the eastern part o f the Milk River basin. 
Agricultural lands cover 44% of the drainage while grasslands cover about 51%.
Riparian forest covers about 4% of this watershed.
The riparian community on the study reach at Porcupine Creek was classified as Populus 
deltoids/ÜQxhdiCQOViS (Great Plains cottonwood/Herbaceous) community type mixed with 
Populus deltoids/R&CQn\ alluvial bar (Great Plains cottonwood/Recent alluvial bar) 
community. As stated before, the former community type indicates a grazing disciimax. 
As indicated by the type name, the Populus deltoids/R&CQxA alluvial bar was located on a 
point bar within the reach. There were young cottonwoods found on this bar along with 
other pioneering species such as sandbar willow. Two other cottonwood species were 
found at the site, Populus angustifolia (narrowleaf cottonwood) and Populus jremontii 
(Fremont cottonwood).
This study reach was classified as a Rosgen C4 channel.
Willow Creek South
The second Willow Creek in this study is designated here Willow Creek South because it 
flows into the Milk River from the south about 5.7 river miles east o f the town of 
Glasgow. Willow Creek South in 542 sq miles. The sample reach on Willow Creek 
South is located about 3.8 river miles from the Milk River. This sample reach is the 
closest study site to the Milk River, and there was speculation that this site may be 
influenced at times by backwater from the Milk River. Seventy-seven percent o f Willow 
Creek South is covered with grasslands. The next major land cover type is rock or barren 
land, which includes badland types, covering almost 18% of the drainage.
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Willow Creek South was the least biologically diverse site sampled. The majority o f the 
site’s riparian area was covered with sandbar willow, hence its classification as Salix 
exigua (sandbar willow) community type - a pioneer community type suggestive of 
recent (and possibly frequent) disturbances.
The Willow Creek South site was classified as a G6c channel, with severe downcutting 
possibly associated with unnaturally high flows associated with using the stream as an 
irrigation conduit. There was little evidence of recent use by cattle (most of the 
surrounding area is in cultivation) but there was a cattle trough at the sample reach.
NRCS A ssessm ent
Recall that this assessment (which is summarized in Table 10 and 12 of Appendix D) is 
intended to evaluate a site’s current stability and the sustainability of current management 
- not the site’s potential. Of the 10 sites evaluated, only 2 scored “sustainable”, meaning 
that the riparian conditions at those sites were functioning well. Three sites scored as 
“not sustainable”, meaning the conditions at those sites lacked channel characteristics to 
dissipate energy, trap sediment or other characteristics of a properly functioning channel. 
The remaining 5 sites scored “at risk”, meaning that those sites lack one or more 
characteristics of a properly functioning channel.
Big Sandy Creek score — Not Sustainable (45%)
Big Sandy Creek received a low score due to the nature of the vegetation at the site. 
Dominance by disturbance indicator Woods Rose, grazing pressures on the vegetation, 
percent o f the area covered by undesirable plants, and stability ratings all factored in the 
low score. However, the Big Sandy Creek site had relatively little stream incisement and 
lateral cutting.
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Clear Creek score -  Sustainable (95%)
Clear Creek received the highest NRCS score of sites in this study. Clear Creek was well 
vegetated with willows and other shrubs. The presence of beaver at the study site may 
have aided in the plant production by providing a year long source o f water.
Battle Creek score — At Risk (52%)
The banks o f the Battle Creek site are dominated by grasses although the site has 
potential for woody species. The potential is evident from some willows found in the 
riparian zone and from an old cottonwood gallery on a abandoned flood plain. Battle 
Creek also received low marks for channel incisement because it appears to be in an 
unstable state o f continued downcutting. New cottonwoods are not colonizing new areas 
mainly because o f a lack of point bars.
Beaver Creek score — At Risk (58%)
Beaver Creek received most o f its low marks for vegetation indicative of grazing 
disturbance, including Western Snowberry. Beaver Creek also received low marks for 
vegetative cover with low stability ratings, vegetation that does not have a deep binding 
root mass to hold soil. Stability ratings for vegetative cover are found in the NRCS 
instructions.
Larb Creek score ~ Not Sustainable (40%)
This creek is similar in landscape to Beaver Creek, to which it is a tributary. However, 
Larb Creek did not score as well as Beaver Creek, losing points for severe incisement and 
poor vegetative cover. Vegetation indicative of disturbance, heavy use o f vegetation by 
grazing, poor woody species establishment/regeneration, etc..,produce the “not
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sustainable” score along with the drastic incisement. An old meander, with one 
cottonwood, was found 3 meters above the current creek bed.
Frenchman River score -  At Risk (50%)
Frenchman River received an “at risk” rating based mainly on vegetation factors. There 
are grazing disturbance indicator species at the site including Western Snowberry and 
Woods Rose. Also, there were obvious grazing pressures on the shrubs at the site which 
is not surprising since cattle were seen at the site. The Frenchman River site also 
received low marks for incisement.
Rock Creek score — At Risk (62%)
Despite its “at risk” rating, Rock Creek scored slightly higher than other creeks in this 
category. A major mark off was the presence of weeds at the site, mainly Leafy Spurge. 
Rock Creek also lost points for grazing disturbance indicator plants and woody species 
establishment/regeneration. There were both young, seedling, and mature trees o f Great 
Plains Cottonwood; however, sapling size trees were missing. Rock Creek received fair 
marks with regard to incisement and bank cutting.
Willow North Creek score — At Risk (70%)
Willow Creek is a tributary to Rock Creek, and its sampling site was just over a ridge line 
from the sampling site on Rock Creek. Therefore, Willow Creek and Rock Creek had 
some similarities. Both had invasive exotics, mainly Leafy Spurge. Willow Creek North 
also lost points for the development o f mid-channel bars but scored well on the 
establishment/regeneration of woody species with numerous Great Plains Cottonwood 
seedlings and Sandbar Willow growth.
Willow Creek South score -  Not Sustainable (36%)
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This creek had the worst rating of the study sites. The major problem here was severe 
incisement o f the creek which seemed to drive other problems in the reach. Also, this 
reach lost points for grazing disturbance indicator plants. On a positive note for this 
creek, Salix exigua was regenerating along the banks. However, this will only help if the 
incisement can be brought under control which may not be possible because o f the 
suspected use o f the channel as an irrigation conduit.
Porcupine Creek score -  Sustainable (93%)
The Porcupine Creek site was the only other site besides Clear Creek in this study to 
receive a “sustainable” rating. Porcupine Creek has more of a cobble substrate than the 
other creeks which may have helped reduce downcutting. However, since the stream 
could not downcut, some lateral cutting was present. This creek scored high with 
establishment and regeneration of woody species with all age classes o f species present. 
This creek scored low because o f disturbance-caused plants indicating grazing pressures. 
Cattle were observed at the site.
W atershed Soils Analysis
Appendix F presents for each o f the study watersheds the land coverage of 6 key soils 
characteristics. The land cover o f each soil characteristic is presented in a table, bar 
graph and a color coded map.
R e p re se n ta tiv e  S lo p e  -  Appendix F: Figure 11 & 12 and Table 14 
Steeper slopes increase runoff and erosion.
As anticipated, the highest slopes were found near the Bears Paw Mountains in the Clear 
Creek, and Big Sandy Creek watersheds. If the parts of watershed in the Bears Paw 
Mountains are excluded, most eastern watersheds have steeper slopes than most western
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watersheds. The section of Big Sandy Creek watershed not in the Bears Paw Mountains 
has the flattest slopes of any watersheds studied.
D ep th  to R es tr ic tio n s  Appendix F: Figure 13
Depth to Restriction measured depth to bedrock, a nearly continuous layer that has one or 
more physical, chemical, or thermal properties that significantly reduce the movement of 
water and air through the soil or otherwise provides an unfavorable root environment. In 
watersheds that are underlain by shallow bedrock, even if  soils are fairly permeable, 
water will infiltrate down to the bedrock and then be delivered fairly quickly to streams. 
Most land in the watershed was not considered to have a restriction. Watersheds with 
restrictions were located in the eastern part of the study area. The majority of restrictions 
were at a depth of 38cm with few restrictions at 77cm and 127cm. Willow Creek South, 
Larb Creek, Willow Creek North and Frenchman River watersheds were identified to 
have the most restrictions from bedrock.
H ydro log ie  Group (R u n o ff P o ten tia l) ~ Appendix F; Figure 14 & 15 and Table 15 
Hydrologie soil groups are based on estimates of runoff potential. Soils are assigned to 
one of four groups according to the rate of water infiltration when the soils are not 
protected by vegetation, are thoroughly wet, and receive precipitation from long-duration 
storms. Infiltration can affect the amount and timing of water reaching a stream. If the 
infiltration is slow, rain water will reach the stream quickly after a rain and cause the 
stream to exhibit a “flashier” hydrograph. Conversely, soils that have high infiltration 
rates will “soak up” more rain water, which will either evaporate after the rain or move at 
a slower rate toward the stream.
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When looking at the total area o f all the watersheds, 65% of the soils are classified in 
hydrologie group C. This group has a slow infiltration rate when thoroughly wet and has 
a slow rate of water transmission, hence moderately high runoff potential. C soils were 
found in all sub-watersheds; however, watersheds to the west and north o f the Milk River 
tended to have higher percentages of soils in group C. Whitewater Creek and Sage Creek 
watersheds had the highest proportion of group C, 87% and 83% respectively. Neither of 
these creeks were sampled in this study. About 23% of the Milk River Basin in the U.S. 
is classified in hydrologie group D. This group of soils has a very slow infiltration rate 
and a high runoff potential. These soils are dominated by clays of high shrink-swell 
potential or soils with a clay pan near the surface. This group was found in all 
watersheds but was most prominent in the east and south of the Milk River basin. 
Watersheds with the highest proportions of D soils included Willow Creek South (83%), 
Larb Creek (51%), Willow Creek North (44%) and Beaver Creek (43%).
Only 11% of the total area was classified in hydrologie group B. These soils have a 
moderate infiltration rate and moderate runoff potential. All watersheds had some class 
B present. The watersheds with the most included Clear Creek (35%) and Porcupine 
Creek (24%).
Hydrologie group A was not a major group in the study area and not present in many of 
the watersheds. This group includes soils that have a high infiltration rate and low runoff 
potential.
P erm ea b ility  C lass  -  Appendix H: Figure 16 & 17 and Table 16
Soil permeability is the quality o f the soil that enables water or air to move through it.
Historically, soil survey has used “permeability” as the term for saturated hydraulic
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conductivity (Ksat). Saturated hydraulic conductivity is measured as the amount o f water 
that would move vertically through a unit area of saturated soil in unit time under 
hydraulic gradient. Ksat is expressed as micrometers per second.
Permeability Class is closely related to Hydrologie Group, and the analysis results show 
this. However, permeability class breaks soils into finer divisions (8 permeability classes 
as compared to 4 hydrologie groups). This finer breakdown shows Beaver Creek and 
Battle Creek watersheds to have the highest concentration of soils considered to have 
very slow permeability. As with hydrologie group, the most impermeable watersheds 
tended to be in the east except for Porcupine Creek. Also, the least impermeable soils 
were found in the Bears Paw Mountains, Northern Porcupine Creek and Cottonwood 
Creek watersheds. Cottonwood Creek was not part of this study.
P e rc e n t  Appendix F: Figure 18 & 19 and Table 17
The percentage o f clay in soils affects their permeability and their ability to hold onto 
ions. Percent clay in the top 50cm of soil ranged from 0% to 73%. Soils were divided 
into 5 groups — those with 0% to 15.9% clay, 15.9% to 28.4%, 28.4% to 34.3%, 34.3% to 
42.7% and 42.7% to 72.5%. The majority of the soils in the basin (81%) fell into the 
middle three divisions. Soils with the highest concentrations of clay occurred in the 
eastern part of the watershed. Willow Creek South and Beaver Creek watersheds had the 
highest percentage of high clay soils. The lands around the Bears Paw Mountains and 
Sage Creek watershed had soils 'with the lesser percentages o f clay.
S o il Sod ium  A b so rp tio n  R atio  (SA R ) — Appendix F: Figure 20 & 21 and Table 18 
Sodium Absorption Ratio (SAR) is a measure of the amount of sodium (Na) relative to 
calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) in the water extracted from saturated soil paste. It is
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the ratio of the Na concentration divided by the square root o f one-half of the Ca + Mg 
concentration. Soils that have values for sodium absorption ratio of 13 or more may have 
an increased dispersion of organic matter and clay particles, reduced permeability and 
aeration, and a general degradation o f soil structure.
Most areas in this study lack the information to be analyzed for sodium absorption ratio. 
However, this analysis was performed to present the information that was available. Of 
the soils that could be analyzed, over half had a value over 13. The watersheds with the 
largest areas exhibiting SAR s over 13 include Battle Creek, Beaver Creek, Willow 
Creek North, and Rock Creek watersheds.
Stream Flow
Not only was 2001 a very dry summer for the Milk River Basin, it was the third year of 
drought for the region (NWS 2004). Table 1 presents monthly precipitation selected sites 
in the basin both for 2001 and for the period of record average. Most sites were well 
below average for the months of May, August and September; but surprisingly, most 
were at or a little above average for June and July.
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Table 1 -  Monthly Precipitation at selected sites in the Milk River Basin for the water year 2001 and 
for the period of record average
Site Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Arp May June July Aug Sept Total
Big Sandy 2001 0.74 0.00 0.97 0.83 0.24 0.35 0.66 0.21 1.53 2.26 0.35 0.48 8.62
avg 0.66 0.51 0.53 0.44 0.37 0.53 0.93 2.13 2.67 1.43 1.29 1.27 12.76
Chinook 2001 0.38 0.16 0.36 0.26 0.56 0.28 0.57 0.35 2.5 1.98 0.41 0.23 8.04
avg 0.63 0.45 0.50 0.57 0.37 0.53 1.08 2.02 2.39 1.64 1.21 1.20 12.59
Turner 11 N 2001 0.04 0.11 0.28 0.09 0.22 0.10 0.44 0.30 3.29 1.82 0.56 0.22 7.47
avg 0.46 0.65 0.34 0.29 0.22 0.39 0.65 1.74 2.93 1.90 1.09 1.24 11.90
Whitewater 2001 0.54 O i l 0.59 0.46 0.42 0.22 0.32 0.71 3.34 2.34 0.00 0.40 9.45
avg 0.54 0.34 0.30 0.36 0.31 0.39 0.71 1.73 2.41 1.51 1.06 0.91 10.57
Content 3 
SSE 2001 0.85 0.55 0.35 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.80 0.7 3.25 3.30 0.10 0.30 10.80
avg 0.69 0.34 0.32 0.38 0.25 0.45 1.00 1.93 2.45 1.62 1.11 1.11 11.65
Glasgow
Airport 2001 0.71 0.88 0.37 0.18 0.14 0.05 0.57 0.77 4.89 5.29 0.00 0.40 14.25
avg 0.64 0.38 0.33 0.36 0.26 0.40 0.76 1.59 2.39 1.80 1.30 0.89 11.10
Opheim 16 
SE 2001 0.61 0.35 0.20 0.27 0.04 0.05 0.59 1.34 2.47 4.11 0.03 0.56 10.62
avg 0.57 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.19 0.36 0.80 1.74 2.70 1.98 1.50 1.13 11.69
Figure 7 -  Location of precipitation gages in the lower Milk River Basin (U.S. portion)
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Summer stream flows (Table 2) measured in this study reflect these dry conditions. Most 
streams were barely flowing in June except for the Frenchman River (which was 
receiving water released from a reservoir in Canada). By the middle of the summer, all 
the study streams were trickling at less than 1 cfs flow or not flowing at all. Streams that
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were not flowing were either one long thin pool or a series of disconnected pools. Gross 
dimensions of the stream channels are in Table 11.
Table 2 — Stream flows in lower Milk River tributaries, measured In summer 2001
Site June August September description
Big Sandy Creek 0.1 cfs less than lets less than Icfs
Battle Creek 8.8 cfs No Flow less than Icfs
Clear Creek 0.4 cfs less than Icfs less than Icfs
Beaver Creek 2.7 cfs No Flow No Flow long pool
Larb Creek na No Flow No Flow disconnectedpools
Frenchman River 31.7 cfs less than Icfs less than Icfs
Rock Creek 1.6 cfe No Flow No Flow disconnectedpools
Willow Creek North 0.3 cfs No Flow No Flow disconnectedpools
Porcupine Creek 2.2 cfs less than Icfs less than Icfs
Willow Creek South na No Flow No Flow disconnectedpools
An investigation into historic stream flows show that it is not uncommon for streams in 
this area to not be flowing by the end of the summer in years with below average 
precipitations. For example. Willow Creek (South) near Glasgow had no flow at the end 
of summers in the late 1980’s (USGS, 2004). Monthly precipitations totals for Glasgow 
Airport during this period were also below normal (NOAA, 2004).
Stream Water Chemistry
Water chemistry data for the study streams are presented in Appendix G, Figures 22 — 35, 
and are provided here mainly as baseline data for later studies. These data are being 
entered into STORET, a computer database repository for water quality, biological, and 
physical data used by state environmental agencies, EPA and other federal agencies, 
universities, and private citizens, by the Montana Department of Environmental Quality. 
Data are summarized in this thesis as bar graphs and stiff diagrams.
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Big Sandy Creek had the highest levels for most tested parameters often followed by 
Frenchman River and Beaver Creek. This includes sulfate, sodium, alkalinity, specific 
conductance, magnesium, chloride, calcium and pH. Clear Creek and Larb Creek had the 
lowest concentrations for the same parameters. Sodium levels exceeded calcium levels 
for all the streams in this basin except for Clear Creek. Sulfate was the dominant anion. 
The concentration of most ions increased over the summer in most streams. Those sites 
with the lowest turbidity included Battle Creek, Big Sandy Creek, Clear Creek, Beaver 
Creek, and Porcupine Creek. Rock Creek and Willow Creek North were moderately 
turbid compared to the other study sites as were Frenchman River and Willow Creek 
South after spring runoff was past. Frenchman River and Willow Creek South had high 
turbidity in June when compared with the other study sites. Larb Creek had high 
turbidity throughout the summer. Total Suspended Solids had the same trends as 
turbidity with Battle Creek, Beaver Creek and Big Sandy Creek having low levels 
compared to the other sites. Magnesium and potassium samples taken showed no water 
quality standards violations.
In-stream  Nutrients
Nutrient data are summarized in Appendix H.
At the time of this thesis, the only nutrient standards adopted for flowing waters in 
Montana are for the Clark Fork River - 300ppb for total nitrogen, 20ppb for total 
phosphorus (ARM 17.30.631). Other target values recommended for the Clark Fork 
River are 30ppb for soluble nitrogen (NO2 + NO3 + ammonia) and 6ppb for soluble 
reactive phosphorus (TSIC, 1998). While these standards may not be appropriate for the 
Milk River basin tributaries, values collected in this study will be compared to those
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standards. Mike Suplee of the Montana Department of Environmental Quality is 
proposing the following nutrient criteria for the Northern Glaciated Plains ecoregion: 713 
ug/L for total nitrogen (Suplee 2003).
Nitrate + Nitrite
Most o f the water samples collected in this study were near or below the detection limit 
of 1 ppb N as nitrate/nitrite (Figure 36 and Table 19 Appendix H), suggesting that soluble 
N may limit algal productivity in these streams. Exceptions were Clear Creek in May, 
Larb Creek in August, Rock Creek at N-N Road in May and June, and Porcupine Creek 
in May. All concentrations except the May sample of Clear Creek and a single grab 
sample for the Milk River upstream of Fresno Reservoir (data not shown) were well 
below target levels set for the Clark Fork River.
Ammonia
Most water samples collected during this study were near the analytical lab’s reported 
detection limit of 5-10 ppb for N as Ammonia (Figure 40 and Table 23 Appendix H). 
Given the well-oxygenated nature of these streams, most soluble inorganic N should be in 
the form of nitrates. Hence ammonia levels above nitrite levels seem unlikely to be real. 
Total Per-Sulfate Nitrogen
Given that soluble inorganic N levels were usually less than 1% of TPN levels, almost all 
the N detected in these stream samples was in the form of organic particulates measured 
by TPN (Figure 37 and Table 20 Appendix H). All samples exceeded the Total N 
standard for the Clark Fork River (300ppb), except Porcupine Creek in May and June. 
Sites above 700 ppb proposed by Suplee (2003) include Big Sandy Creek, Battle Creek,
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Beaver Creek, Larb Creek, Frenchman River, South Willow Creek and sometimes Rock 
Creek.
Soluble Reactive Phosphorus
All samples had concentrations o f soluble reactive phosphorus above the Clark Fork 
River target of 6 ppb (Figure 38 and Table 21 Appendix H). While this target level may 
not be applicable to Milk River streams, the levels o f SRP observed means that algal 
production in these streams are not limited by P, and P levels would have to be drastically 
reduced before algal levels would respond (Tate, 1990, and Carr and Chambers, 1998). 
Total Phosphorus
Like soluble phosphorus, all sites had TP concentrations (Figure 39 and Table 22 
Appendix H) above standards set for the Clark Fork River. Sites that had extremely high 
values include Milk River in May (not shown in Figure 39), Larb Creek in June and 
August, South Willow Creek in June, and Clear Creek in June, August and September. 
The highest flow observed in these sites occurred in June.
Soluble Nitrogen / Soluble Phosphorus Ratios
The ratio of soluble N to soluble P is often used to evaluate which of these nutrients is 
most likely to be limiting. Although N and P may differ slightly from one algal species 
to another -  N and P ratios less than 5 indicate a N limitation. If these streams are limited 
by nutrients, they are probably nitrogen limited rather than phosphorus limited. As seen 
in Figure 41 and Table 24 (Appendix H), all samples except four show a nitrogen 
limitation, the May samples of Clear Creek and Porcupine Creek, the September sample 
of Battle Creek and the August Sample of Beaver Creek.
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In-Stream Benthic Chlorophyll
Figure 42 in Appendix I presents “benthic” chlorophyll levels for the ten study creeks. 
Recall that some of these samples included macrophytes and floating algae, but for 
simplicity, this combination of benthic algae, floating algae and macrophytes is referred 
to here as “benthic chlorophyll”. Benthic chlorophyll values are the mean o f up to 11 
replicate samples taken from all transects at a site. The number of samples collected 
varied by site and month depending on how many transects were underwater at each 
sampling. Phytoplankton levels (water column chlorophyll in Figure 43 Appendix I) are 
the mean of three samples taken from pools within each study reach. Only streams that 
had very green water were sampled for phytoplankton in the water column. If expressed 
on a per square meter basis, phytoplankton chlorophyll ranged form 10% to 50% of the 
“benthic” chlorophyll. Like nutrients, there are standards for chlorophyll a for the Clark 
Fork River in Montana — 100 mg chi a /m^ for a summer average and 150 mg Chi a/m^ 
for a one time peak sample (ARM 17.30.631). The MTDEQ is considering 110 mg Chi 
a/m^ for benthic algae and 20 ug Chi a/L (often used as the threshold for eutrophic lakes) 
for water column algae standards for the Milk River basin as a maximum summertime 
concentration (Suplee 2003).
The in-stream plant communities of Clear Creek, Big Sandy Creek, Porcupine Creek and 
Battle Creek were dominated by floating filamentous algae and macrophytes. The stream 
bottoms of Rock Creek, N. Willow Creek and Frenchman Creek had areas of fine 
sediment (sampled by cores) and rocky areas (sampled with templates).
The highest chlorophyll levels were seen at these sites with filamentous algae and 
macrophytes. In most streams dominated by filamentous algae, chlorophyll levels
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increased over the summer (except Clear Creek). None o f the sites exceeded the Clark 
Fork River’s one time peak standard during any of the three monthly samplings. Also, 
the summer average o f each site did not exceeded the Clark Fork River’s summer average 
standard. In addition, none of the study sites exceeded the standards proposed by Suplee. 
The ash free dry weight to chlorophyll ratio (AFDWxhla in Figure 44, Appendix I), 
differed greatly between sites. Sites dominated by fine sediments (such as Willow Creek 
South, Larb Creek, and Beaver Creek) had much higher AFDW/chla ratios because the 
sediment corer collected a lot of dead organic matter with these samples. N. Willow, 
Frenchman, and Rock Creeks had somewhat less elevated ratios because a mixture of 
core sampling and template sampling was used at these sites.
Aquatic M acroinvertebrates
Although macroinvertebrates were collected as part of this baseline study, they will not 
be discussed here at length. Two types of samples were collected, composite and target 
riffle. Composite samples were collected at each transect o f the study reach, and the 
sample could be taken from glides, pools or riffles. The composite samples results 
contained mostly species that are tolerant of disturbance. In contrast, the majority of 
riffle samples were dominated by a single taxa. Tubificid worms were found in 95% of 
the streams. Corixids (water boatman) dominated some of the streams. Corixids may be 
useful in bioassessment because the taxa is fairly diverse. For futher details o f the 
macroinvertebrate results, please see Suplee (2004) and Bollman (2003).
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Discussion 
N utrients and Algae
Comparisons to other studies in the Northern Glaciated Plains 
Little water quality research was located on the lower Milk River basin. A study of 
reservoir water quality in the lower Milk River basin (Ferreira and Lambing, 1984, 
Ferreira and Lambing 1986) also found evidence for nitrogen-limitation of algae.
Lambing et al. (1988) looked at metal concentrations in bottom sediments of the 
Bowdoin National Wildlife Refuge near Malta, Montana. Vecchia (2003) conducted 
water quality trend analysis for streams in North Dakota just over the Montana border. 
Vecchia (2000) did a similar analysis for the Souris River in Saskatchewan, North Dakota 
and Manitoba in the Northern Glaciated Plains. Total nitrogen and total phosphorus 
concentrations in this study were similar to those found by Vecchia.
A re nutrients and algae interfering with beneficial uses in these stream s?  
Many of these streams cannot support problem levels of algae because of their flow 
pattern and substrate type. High pulse flows that these streams can receive can scour out 
the stream bottoms making it difficult for algae to establish. In addition most of these 
streams have fine, shifting substrate that do not provide good attachment for filamentous 
periphyton. However, some streams did exhibit high levels of floating filamentous algae 
and/or macrophytes. It would be useful to measure the mid summer diurnal DO in those 
streams with the highest levels o f benthic algae and macrophytes -  Big Sandy, Clear, 
Battle, Rock, and Porcupine. If these streams exhibited extreme DO fluctuation that 
violated state standards, this would likely be caused by the high levels of algae or 
macrophytes in these streams.
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W atershed & stream  attributes used to group study sites
The original intent o f the study was to contrast five relatively unimpacted streams and 
five highly impacted streams of the Northwestern Glaciated Plains in the lower Milk 
River basin in Montana. However, only 2 streams received a ‘sustainable’ rating from 
the NRCS assessment, and one of these was outside the ecoregion. The kinds and degree 
of impact varied greatly between sites, including dewatering & flow manipulation by 
irrigation and banks destabilized by heavy grazing. In addition, although all the sites (but 
one) were in the Northwestern Glaciated Plains Ecoregion, there were drastic differences 
in watersheds, channel type and other characteristics that made comparing these streams 
for degree o f impact questionable. Therefore I attempted to classify and group the study 
sites and their basins based on characteristics other than level of impact. These groups 
are an attempt to identify which streams could serve as meaningful references for other 
streams.
Frissell et al. (1986) suggests classifying streams based on a hierarchal approach, that 
considers all these levels of organization: 1) the entire stream basin, 2) each segment, 3) 
each reach, 4) each pool/riffle sequence, and 5) microhabitats. I used a similar approach 
to classify and group the streams in this study. Study sites were grouped based on the 
following factors -  watershed characteristics (soil hydrologie group, soil sodium 
absorption ratio, land cover), Rosgen channel type, riparian community type, major ion 
water chemistry (represented by stiff diagrams), and dominant benthic plants. The more 
attributes streams have in common, the more meaningful are comparisons between them.
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W atershed Soil H ydrologie Group
Study streams were broken into groups based on the soil permeability of their watersheds. 
One group was dominated by soils that drain slowly and another was dominated by soils 
that drain moderately. There were no basins dominated by soils that drained quickly. 
Clear Creek and Big Sandy had a higher percentage of soils dominated by moderately 
drained soils, so they were grouped together (group 1). All other basins are dominated by 
soils that drain slowly (group 2). However, Larb Creek, Rock Creek and Porcupine 
Creek have a higher concentration of moderately draining soils than the rest so these 
streams were put into a separate group (group 3).
W atershed Soil Sodium Absorption Ratio (SAR)
Because soil sodium absorption ratio information was not available for much of the basin, 
this parameter was of less value in grouping the sites. A SAR of 13 is considered a 
threshold level for soil degradation. Basins were divided into those where most soils had 
a SAR greater than 13 and those where most soils had a SAR less than 13. Big Sandy 
Creek, Clear Creek, Porcupine Creek and Willow Creek South were grouped together 
(SAR Group 1). The rest o f the basins were placed into SAR Group 2.
W atershed Land co ver
The major land cover types in the Milk basin are agriculture and grasslands. Most o f the 
basins were dominated by grasslands and were placed in group 2. Porcupine Creek and 
Big Sandy Creek were grouped together (group 1) because they had the most agricultural 
lands of the studied basins. Clear Creek was put into its own group (3) because of its 
high percentage of forested land.
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Rosgen Channel Type
Study sites were grouped based on Rosgen Classifications into C-streams (group 1): Big 
Sandy Creek, Clear Creek, Rock Creek and Porcupine Creek and G-streams (group 2): 
Battle Creek, Beaver Creek, Larb Creek, Frenchman River, Willow Creek North, and 
Willow Creek South. There was no clear geographic pattern to channel classification. 
However, it should be noted that another site on the same creek might have a different 
Rosgen channel classification.
Riparian Community Type
Study sites were also grouped based on the plant community in the streamside zone. 
Group 1 was dominated by woody shrubs (Battle Creek, Frenchman River, Clear Creek, 
and Willow Creek South); Group 2 was dominated by trees (mainly cottonwoods) and 
included Porcupine Creek, Rock Creek and Willow Creek North. Battle Creek has the 
potential to be dominated by trees as seen from a legacy cottonwood gallery on an 
abandoned flood plain above the creek. Sites dominated by grasses (group 3) are Big 
Sandy Creek, Beaver Creek and Larb Creek. These sites do support woody species but 
historic grazing and downcutting have likely caused the site to be dominated by grasses. 
Like the Rosgen classification, these types can change from site to site on a stream. 
W ater Chem istry
Stiff diagrams (Figures 22-24 in Appendix G) show the relative amounts o f major cations 
and anions in a water sample. The relative size of the diagram corresponds to the 
conductance o f the water because stiff diagrams are based on the ionic concentration of 
the water in milliequivalents/liter. These diagrams can help to visualize the patterns of 
anions and cations in water from different locations, making comparison easier. Looking
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at the stiff diagrams, sites with the most similar stiff diagram “shape” (i.e. most similar 
ratios of different ions) are Beaver Creek, Frenchman River and Big Sandy Creek. It is 
interesting to note that Larb Creek’s did not look like Beaver Creek’s pattern even though 
their watersheds are adjacent. This could be attributed to the Larb Creek having less 
flow, lower soil SAR and more clay. Clear Creek’s pattern did not look like any other 
creek’s pattern, mainly because o f the calcium and bicarbonate signature -  it was the only 
sample reach in which carbonate and bicarbonate were greater than sulfate. This 
difference and its location in the Middle Rockies Ecoregion, makes it questionable to 
include this creek with others -  especially as a reference stream.
Except for the month of September, Porcupine Creek and Rock Creek had very similar 
stiff diagrams; but by September, Rock Creek is more like Willow Creek North. Rock 
Creek ceased to flow as the summer went on, and Porcupine Creek at least had a trickle 
of flow throughout the summer. Willow Creek stopped flowing earlier than Rock Creek. 
Study creeks were placed into two groups based on stiff diagram signatures. They are 
Stiff Group 1 : Big Sandy Creek, Frenchman River, and Beaver Creek which are much 
higher in Na and S04 than were the creeks of Stiff Group 2: Battle Creek, Rock Creek, 
Willow Creek North, Porcupine Creek, Willow Creek South, and Larb Creek. Clear 
Creek has its own distinct pattern -  the only creek in the study with Ca levels greater 
than Na levels.
Dominant Aquatic Plant Community
Aquatic community types varied from stream to stream and from site to site on a stream. 
Therefore, sites were grouped according to what type of aquatic plant dominated the site. 
Clear Creek, Porcupine Creek, Big Sandy Creek and Battle Creek (group 1) were all
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dominated by filamentous algae and macrophytes. Sites dominated by biofilms on rocks 
were Rock Creek, Willow Creek North and Frenchman River (group 2). All other sites 
(group 3) had a silt or clay bottom with algae mixed into surface layers of the stream’s 
substrate.
A summary of the attribute groupings described above is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 -  Summary of attribute groupings
Hydrologie
Class SAR
Land-
cover Rosgen
Community
Type Chemsltry Algae
Big Sandy 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
Clear 4 2 3 1 2 3 1
Battle 3 1 2 2 2 2 1
Beaver 2 1 2 2 1 1 3
Larb 2 1 2 2 1 2 3
Frenchman 3 2 2 2 1 2
Rock 3 1 2 1 3 2 2
Willow N. 2 1 2 2 3 2 2
Porcupine 4 2 1 1 3 2 1
Willow S. 1 2 2 2 2 2 3
Grouping based on multiple factors
The first attempt to group streams was based on the number of similar attributes between 
basins. These similarities are summarized in Table 4. For example, Beaver Creek and 
Larb Creek were similar in 6 out of 7 attributes.
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Table 4 — Similarity of paired watersheds in the lower Milk River Basin based on 7 attributes
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Big Sandy 4of7 1of7 2of7 1of7 1of? 1of? Oof? 5of? 10f7
Clear 2of7 Dof7 Oof? 1of? 1of? Oof? 4of? 2of7
Battle 3of7 4of? 5of7 4of7 4of? 2of? 4of?
Beaver 6of? 4of7 2of7 4of? Oof? 3of?
Larb 3of7 3of7 5of7 1of? 4of?
Frenchman 4of7 4of? Oof? 3of?
Rock 5of? 3of? 2of?
Willow N 2of? 3of?
Porcupine 2of7
Willow S
This method was useful in identifying basins that differed in most attributes. For 
example, it is questionable to compare Big Sandy Creek and Willow Creek North 
because they differ in all 7 attributes. However, basins with multiple similarities where 
difficult to group because it was hard to determine which attributes study sites had in 
common. Therefore, a cluster analysis was performed using the above attributes.
Cluster analysis is an exploratory data analysis tool used to solve classification problems. 
Groups, or clusters, are developed based on the degree of association between attributes. 
The method used here is a minimum variance method. This method adds attributes to the 
analysis one at a time and develops clusters based on attributes that cause the least 
amount of change to the cluster. Cluster analysis is illustrated using dendrogram or tree 
diagram. The analysis developed here is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 -  Cluster analysis of 7 attributes selected for developing groups
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Similarity between basins is illustrated by lines connecting the basins and by the length of 
those lines. For example, Larb Creek’s first connection is to Beaver Creek, and 
Porcupine Creek’s first connection is to Big Sandy Creek. However, Larb Creek is more 
similar to Beaver Creek than Porcupine Creek is to Big Sandy Creek because the lines 
connecting Larb Creek and Beaver Creek are shorter. Cluster analysis suggested these 
groupings: 1) Porcupine Creek, Big Sandy Creek and Clear Creek; 2) Battle Creek, 
Frenchman River, Willow Creek North, and Rock Creek; and 3) Willow Creek South, 
Beaver Creek and Larb Creek.
These groupings were then matched up against the attributes for each basin to double 
check similarities. This was done by rearranging Table 3 in order based upon the groups 
suggested by the cluster analysis. Table 5 shows the reordered attribute groupings. 
Similarities in groups between attributes were color coded. Those attributes that did not 
agree within a group where left white.
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Table 5 - Assigned attribute groups compared to cluster analysis groups
Hydrologie
Class SAR
Land-
cover Rosgen
Community
Type Chemistry Algae
Willow S. 1 2 2 2 2 2 3
Beaver 2 1 2 2 1 1 3
Larb 2 1 2 2 1 2 3
Willow N. 2 1 2 2 3 2 2
Rock 3 1 2 1 3 2 2
Frenchman 3 1 2 2 2 1 2
Battle 3 1 2 2 2 2 1
Clear 4 2 3 1 2 3 1
Big Sandy 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
Porcupine 4 2 1 1 3 2 1
Table 5 shows that most of the attributes put the streams in similar groups. However, 
Riparian Community Type showed the least agreement with groupings suggested by the 
other attributes. To see if  study sites would be grouped differently if  reach characteristics 
were used before watershed characteristics in the cluster analysis, the analysis in Figure 9 
was performed. The groupings were similar.
Figure 9 -  Cluster analysis of 7 attributes, inputting reach attributes first
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There are many possible ways to group streams, but this approach should help select 
streams that are more meaningful to compare. Clear Creek’s condition scores suggested it 
could be a reference for similar streams, but not for the other streams in this study. The 
study site at Porcupine Creek scored high in condition assessment so may have potential 
as a reference site for its group.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are all focused on improving methods used in these 
assessments.
As stated in the methods, the EMAP procedure sets study reach length based on stream 
wetted width which changes throughout the summer; hence it seems more logical to base 
study reach length on bankfull width which does not change.
At some sites, entrenchment ratios were only measured in one location to save time. 
Because entrenchment ratio probably varies over the reach, it would be better to measure 
entrenchment at a minimum of 3 locations along the reach.
If there are any violations o f dissolved oxygen standards, it would most likely be caused 
by high levels o f algae. Hence, it would be beneficial to collect diurnal dissolved oxygen 
in mid-summer when high algae levels and high temperatures would be most likely to 
result in dissolved oxygen violations.
Macroinvertebrate collection would be more useful if timed to coincide with invertebrate 
life cycles. Samples in this study were only collected once during the summer on a 
random date. Better timed sampling a couple of times during the summer would provide 
more useful results than just one random sampling.
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The Montana Department of Environmental Quality is considering setting standards 
based on the data in this study and data collected in the summer of 2002. However, 2001 
and 2002 were both drier than the long term average, and followed years of drought. 
Hence, samples should be collected during a wetter period and a more average period and 
analyzed before standards are set.
Amendum
At the printing of this thesis, Suplee (2004) was proposing different nutrient and algae 
standards for the Northwestern Glaciated Plains then those written in this thesis (based on 
Suplee 2003). These new standards did not alter the conclusions of this thesis. The new 
proposed standards for floating and benthic algae are a growing season average of 100 
mg Chi a/m^ and 150 mg Chi a/m^ for a single sample (the same as the Clark Fork 
River). An upper limit of 20 ug/L for water column Chi a is proposed. Suplee proposes 
that nitrate + nitrite N be kept below 2.3 ug/L and total N below 1,044 ug/L. Total P is 
to be kept below 153 ug/L, TDP below 49 ug/L and SRP below 8 ug/L.
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Appendix A: Lower Milk River basin tributary study sites
Table 6 — Study site locations
Site Latitude N Longitude W
Lat/Long 
Measure at
Reach
Length
Transect
Spacing
Big Sandy Creek 48® 27.131’ 109® 55.224’ transect A 200 m 20 m
Clear Creek 48® 18.319’ 109° 29.371’ transect A 150 m 15 m
Battle Creek 48® 39.052’ 109° 13.876’ transect A 280 m 28 m
Beaver Creek 48® 15.018’ 107° 34.687’ transect A 400 m 40m
Larb Creek 48® 8.875’ 107° 17.643’ transect A 150 m 15 m
Frenchman River 48® 45.335’ 107° 12.725’ transect K 280 m 28 m
Rock Creek 48° 35.173’ 106° 59.885’ transect A 190 m 19 m
N Willow Creek 48° 34.680’ 106® 58.736’ transect A 480 m 48 m
Porcupine Creek 48® 12.475’ 106® 22.927’ transect A 150 m 15 m
S Willow Creek 48° 8.414’ 106® 37.595’ transect A 190 m 19 m
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Appendix B: Description of Soils Attributes (excerpted 
from SSURGO documentation)
Table 7 -  Analysis filters used in Soil Data Viewer.
Characteristic Data Filter Option
Soil Layer 
Option
Rate
Option
Restriction
Kind
Option
Hydrologie Group Dominant Condition NA NA NA
Depth to Soil Restrictions All Components NA NA Paralithic
Representative Slope Dominant Condition NA NA NA
Sodium Absorption Ratio All Components 0 to 50 cm Higher NA
Permeability Class All Components 0 to 50 cm Slow NA
Percent Clay Dominant Condition 0 to 50 cm NA NA
When possible the option “All Components” was chosen as the Data Filter Option 
because the user manual states this was usually the most appropriate for analyzing 
physical properties. When this was not an option, “Dominate Condition” was chosen. 
Some factors require that the user specify the depth of the soil profile to be analyzed (for 
example, only look at the top 50cm of the soil profile).
Following Documentation is excerpted from SSURGO documentation:
Soil Physical Properties
Soil Physical Properties are measured or inferred from direct observations in the field or 
laboratory.
Example of soil physical properties can include percent clay, organic matter, 
permeability, available water capacity, and bulk density.
-Percent Clay
Total percent Clay percentage is the weight percentage of the mineral 
particles less than 0.002mm in equivalent diameter in the less than 2 mm 
soil fraction. Most of the material is in one of three groups of clay 
minerals or a mixture of these clay minerals. The groups are kaolinite, 
smectite, and hydrous mica, the best known member of which is illite. 
Physical and chemical activities of a soil are related to the kind and 
amount of clay minerals.
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-Permeability Class
Soil permeability is the quality o f the soil that enables water or air to move 
through it. Historically soil survey has used permeability as term for 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat). Saturated hydraulic conductivity 
is measured as the amount o f water that would move vertically through a 
unit area of saturated soil in unit time under hydraulic gradient. Ksat is 
expressed as micrometers per second.
Permeability classes for Ksat values are: very rapid 141 - 705, rapid 42 - 
141, moderately rapid 14 - 42, moderate 4 -1 4 , moderately slow 1 .4-4 , 
slow 0.42 - 1.4, very slow 0.01 - 0.42, impermeable 0.00 - 0.01.
Soil Chemical Properties
Soil Chemical Properties are measured or inferred from direct observations in the field or 
laboratory.
Example of soil physical properties can include pH, cation exchange capacity, calcium 
carbonate, gypsum, and electrical conductivity.
-Sodium Absorption Ratio (SAR)
Sodium Absorption Ratio (SAR) is a measure of the amount of sodium 
(Na) relative to calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) in the water extract 
from saturated soil paste. It is the ratio o f the Na concentration divided by 
the square root o f one-half of the Ca + Mg concentration. Soils that have 
values for sodium absorption ratio of 13 or more may have an increased 
dispersion of organic matter and clay particles, reduced permeability and 
aeration, and a general degradation of soil structure.
Soil Qualities and Features
Soil Qualities and Features, soil qualities are performance attributes that are not directly 
measured They are inferred from observations of dynamic conditions and from soil 
properties. Soil features are attributes that are not directly part of the soil.
Example soil qualities and features can include drainage class, frost action, corrosivity, 
slope and depth to restriction.
-Depth to Soil Restrictions
Depth to Restriction (selected type) such as bedrock, cemented pan, or 
abrupt textural change, that is nearly continuous layer that has one or more 
physical, chemical, or thermal properties that significantly reduce the 
movement of water and air through the soil or that otherwise provides an 
unfavorable root environment.
-Hydrologie Group
Hydrologie soil groups are based on estimates of runoff potential. Soils are 
assigned to one of four groups according to the rate of water infiltration 
when the soils are not protected by vegetation, are thoroughly wet, and 
receive precipitation from long-duration storms.
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The soils in the United States are placed into four groups A, B, C, and D, 
and three dual classes, A/D, B/D, and C/D. Definitions of the classes are 
as follows:
A. Soils having a high infiltration rate (low runoff potential) when 
thoroughly wet. These consist mainly of deep, well drained to excessively 
drained sands or gravelly sands. These soils have a high rate of water 
transmission.
B. Soils having a moderate infiltration rate when thoroughly wet. These 
consist chiefly of moderately deep or deep, moderately well drained or 
well drained soils that have moderately fine texture to moderately coarse 
texture. These soils have a moderate rate of water transmission.
C. Soils having a slow infiltration rate when thoroughly wet. These consist 
chiefly of soils having a layer that impedes the downward movement of 
water or soils of moderately fine texture or fine texture. These soils have a 
slow rate o f water transmission.
D. Soils having a very slow infiltration rate (high runoff potential) when 
thoroughly wet. These consist chiefly o f clays that have a high shrink- 
swell potential, soils that have a high water table, soils that have a claypan 
or clay layer at or near the surface, and soils that are shallow over nearly 
impervious material. These soils have a very slow rate of water 
transmission.
Dual hydrologie groups, A/D, B/D, and C/D, are given for certain wet 
soils that can be adequately drained. The first letter applies to the drained 
condition, the second to the undrained. Only soils that are rated D in their 
natural condition are assigned to dual classes.
-Representative Slope
Component Representative Slope. Slope gradient is the difference in 
elevation between two points, expressed as a percentage of the distance 
between those points.
The following is taken from the Soil Data Viewer User Guide:
Chapter 7 Soil Data P rocessing M ethods
Soil maps have delineations of polygons that represent soil map units.
A soil map unit is a collection of soil areas or miscellaneous areas 
delineated on a map. The combined individual delineations that are 
identified by a unique map symbol in a survey area are one map unit 
and represent a unique segment of the landscape that is described by 
map unit components. Components in a map unit can be soil areas or
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miscellaneous areas, such as rock outcrop or water, or a combination of 
soil and miscellaneous areas. Creating maps that represent soil 
interpretations or soil properties with a geographic information system 
(GIS) requires that each map unit delineation have a single value to 
display. For map units consisting of several major and minor 
components, decisions must be made on how to process the 
components in a map unit to arrive at a single answer for the map unit. 
These decisions are made when you select map unit component 
processing options. The options are available when Soil Data Viewer is 
used in to create tabular interpretation or soil property reports.
7.1 Data Filter Options
The data filter options vary, depending on the interpretation or soil 
property selected. The seven data filter options available in the Soil 
Data Viewer are described below.
Dominant Soil
The interpretation or soil property of the component with the largest 
percent composition is used to class the map unit. Where two or more 
components have equal percent composition, the component with the 
most restrictive interpretation is used.
Dominant Condition
For the components in the map unit, the interpretation rating classes or 
soil property values are grouped into like classes or property vEilues.
The component percent compositions are summed for each group of 
rating class or soil property value. The rating class or soil property with 
the largest percent composition is used to class the map unit. Where 
two or more interpretation groups have equal percent composition, the 
group with the most restrictive interpretation is used.
Most Limiting
Out of all the selected components in the map unit, the component with 
the most limiting restriction for the interpretation is used.
Least Limiting
From all the selected components in a map unit, the component with 
the least limiting restriction for the interpretation is used.
Weighted Average
Weighted average is a method of processing numeric soil properties or 
productivity values (i.e., crop yields) for multiple components and 
arriving at a single value for the map unit. Weighted average means 
that each components value contributes to the final answer, based 
(weighted) on the component’s percent composition of the map unit. 
Components with larger percent composition contribute more to the 
final answer than minor components of small percent composition. For 
each selected component, the numeric property or productivity value is 
multiplied by the decimal percent of the component percent 
composition. These values are summed for all selected components and 
represent the weighted average value for the map unit.
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Presence/Absence
All the components in a map unit are evaluated for the presence or 
absence of an interpretation or soil property. The map unit can be 
classed where the interpretation is present in all components, absent in 
all components, partially present in all components, or unknown. This 
processing method is used for the hydric soil map unit rating.
All Components
All the components in a map unit are evaluated for the soil property or 
feature. This component processing method is more commonly used for 
physical or chemical soil properties, flooding, ponding, or water table.
7.5 Soil Layer and Rate Options
Processing physical or chemical soil properties from the soil profile 
requires the beginning minimum depth (in centimeters) and the bottom 
maximum depth (in centimeters). A length of 2.5 centimeters is 
approximately one-inch. 25 centimeters is about 10 inches, 50 
centimeters is about 20 inches, etc. In this example, the soil property 
selected will be processed for the soil horizons from the surface (0) to a 
depth of 50 centimeters (20 inches).
Some physical and chemical soil properties have an additional option to 
process the layer data based on a rate, such as slowest or fastest, lower 
or higher. Permeability (Ksat) is an example of a physical soil property 
with a processing rate option of slowest or fastest. Combined Avith the 
soil layer selections, this example processes the slowest permeability 
for the dominant soil from the surface (0 cm) to a depth of 50 cm (20 
inches).
7.6 Soil Layer and Rate Options (continued)
Combined with the soil layer selections, this example processes the 
lower permeability for the dominant soil from the surface (0 cm) to a 
depth of 50 cm (20 inches).
7.9 Restriction Kind Options
Restriction Kind lists the various soil restrictions such as bedrock or 
permafrost. These options further restrict the output for a particular 
class of ecological site (Range or Forest), or a specific kind of soil 
restriction
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Appendix C: Analytical methods used to analyze water 
samples in Milk River Basin tributary study
Table 8 -  Methods used by the Freshwater Laboratory of the University of Montana Flathead Lake 
Biological Station
Variable detection units method
nitrate + nitrite 0.6 ug/1 Automated Cadmuim Reduction (3,4)
ammonia 5 ug/1 Automated Phenate Method (5,6)
total nitrogen 20 ug/1 NaOH & Persulfate digestion then Automated 
Total Persulfate (3,7,8,9)
total phosphorus 0.4 ug/1 Sulfuric Acid & Persulfate digestion then 
Automated Ascorbic Acid (1,2)
soluble reactive 
phosphorus
0.3 ug/1 Automated Ascorbic Acid Reduction (1,2)
dissolved organic 
carbon
0.04 mg/1 Wet Oxidation (10, 11, 12)
dissolved inorganic 
carbon
0.04 mg/1 Phosphoric Acid Injection (12)
Automated methods done on a continuous flow instrument (Technicon™ 
Autoananlyzer^^ II). head Chemist during this study Kristin Olson.
Method Referenced
1 ) Standard Method for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 17*"' Edition (1989), p. 4-177 
Method 4500-PE. and p. 4-170 Method 4500-PB.
2) Technicon Autoanalyer II Industrial Method No. 155-71 W Ortho Phosphate in Water and 
Seawater, adapted (Ted Walsh, U. of Hawaii, Personal Communication, 1988)
3) Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 16* Edition (1989). p4-135. 
Method 4500-N03-E.
4) Technicon^'^ Autoananlyzer™ II Industrial Method No. 158-71W/B, revised Aug 1979.
5) Standard Method for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 17* Edition (1989), Method 4500 
H .p g 4 -lll^ -1 2 8 .
6)
7)
8) 
9)
Technicon™ Autoananlyzer^^ II Industrial Method No. 154-W/B, revised January 1978,_TM
Ammonia in Water and Seawater.
D*Elia,C.F., P.A. Steudler, and N. Corwin, Determination of total nitrogen in natural waters. 
Linrnol. Oceanogr. 1977. 22:760-764.
Solorzano, L. and J.H. Sharp. Determination of total dissolved nitrogen in nateral waters. Limnol. 
Oceanogr. 1980.25(4):751-754.
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 16* Edition (1985), p.400. 
Method 418 F.
10) Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 20* Edition (1998), p.5-24 or 5- 
24, Method 5310 B or D.
11) Menzel,D.W. and R.F. Vaccaro. 1964. The measurement of dissolved organic and particulate 
carbon in seawater. Limnology and Oceanography 9:138-142.
12) Operating Procedures Manual for Oceanography International Corporation Total Carbon 
Analyzer.
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Table 9 -  Methods used by the Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services Lab
Variable units method
Sulfate mg/L EPA 300.0
Chloride mg/L EPA 300.0
Calcium mg/L EPA 200.7
Magnesium mg/L EPA 200.7
Sodium mg/L EPA 200.7
Potassium mg/L EPA 200.7
Total Suspended Solids mg/L SM 2540-D
Turbidity NTU EPA 180.1
pH units EPA 150.1
Specific Conductance umho SM 2510-B
Alkalinity mg/L EPA 310.2
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Appendix D: Milk River tributaries study site 
characteristics
Table 10 -  Study site community type, channel classification and riparian condition
Stream Basin Size 
sq mi
Riparian Plant Community 
Type
Rosgen
Classification
NRCS score
Big Sandy 
Creek
1827 Mixed Hordeum jubatum  
CT & Rosa woodsii CT
C6 Not
Sustainable
(45%)
Clear
Creek
137 Salix lutea /  Carex rostrata 
HT
C4 Sustainable
(95%)
Battle
Creek
1500 Symphoricarpos 
occidentalis CT
G4c At Risk 
(52%)
Beaver
Creek
1576 Acer negundo /Prunus 
virginiana HT
G6c At Risk 
(58%)
Larb Creek 268 Symphoricarpos 
occidentalis CT
G4 Not
Sustainable
(40%)
Frenchman
River
2115 Symphoricarpos 
occidentalis CT
G5c At Risk 
(50%)
Rock Creek 1371 Populus deltoids /  
Herbaceous CT
C4 At Risk 
(62%)
Willow 
Creek N
292 Populus deltoids /  
Herbaceous CT
F5 At Risk 
(70%)
Porcupine
Creek
731 Mixed Populus deltoids /  
Herbaceous CT & Populus 
deltoids /K tcca t alluvial 
BarCT
C4 Sustainable
(93%)
Willow 
Creek S
549 Salix exigua CT G6c Not
Sustainable
(36%)
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Table 11 -  Physical morphology of study site channels of lower Milk River Tributaries, 2001
Î
■i 1 1 1 3 1 1
Z
1
va
1 !
Slope 0.11 1.34 0.38 0.22 0.33 0.31 0.81 0.58 0.13 0.40
Bankfull 
Width/Bankfiill 
Depth Ratio 12.2 12.8 8.3 8.5 8.5 12.6 24.0 18.2 8.5 26.3
Entrenchment
Ratio 1.91 7.91 1.54 1.28 1.15 1.24 2.22 1.18 1.40 1.98
Sinuosity 1.04 1.16 1.09 1.02 1.29 1.07 1.69 1.52 1.07 1.06
Channel
Materials
silt/
clay gravel gravel
silt/
clay gravel sand gravel sand gravel
silt/
clay
Mean Bankfull 
Height 10.0 m 3.6 m 9.0 m 10.8 m 6.8 m 8.4 m 10.3 m 10.8 m 7.0 m 14.9 m
Mean Bankfull 
Width 0.56 m 0.35 m 0.52 m 0.66 m 0.86 m 0.52 m 0.46 m 0.33 m 0.49 m 0.57 m
Table 12 — Scores from NCRS evaluation
c/3
1« Îs 1 1 1 i 1 1 jg c/3i ! I1
1 6 8 4 6 2 2 6 6 0 8 8
2 4 6 6 6 6 4 6 4 4 6 6
3 4 6 6 4 4 2 4 2 2 6 6
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 3
5 2 6 4 4 2 4 2 4 2 6 6
6 1 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 3
7 0 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
8 2 6 0 2 2 2 4 6 4 8 8
9 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 ! 2 4
10 2 8 4 4 2 6 6 8 2 6 8
11 2 6 4 2 2 4 4 6 0 6 • 6
total 27 58 32 34 25 31 38 43 20 57 61
44% 95% 52% 56% 41% 51% 62% 70% 33% 93% 100%
* Descriptions of each factor can be found in the Methods section on page 12-13.
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Appendix E: Plant Lists of study reaches in the Lower 
Milk River Basin, MT
Big Sandy
common name scientific name
woods rose Rosa woodsii
Canadian thistle Cirsium arvense
lambsquarter Chenopodium album
St. johnswort Hypericum perforatum
foxtail barley Hordeum jubatum
Canadian goldenrod Soli dago canadensis
silver weed Potentilla anserina
potentilla Potentilla spp.
western snowberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
Clear Creek
common name scientific name
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
aster Aster spp.
beaked sedge Carex rostrata
Canadian goldenrod Solidago canadensis
Canadian thistle Cirsium arvense
common horsetail Equisetum arvense
curlycup gumweed Grindelia squarrosa
currant Ribes spp.
field mint Mentha arvensis
marsh sowthistle Sonchus arvensis ssp. uliginosus L.
red-osier dogwood Cornus stolonifera
reed canary grass Phalaris arundinacea
sandbar willow Salix exigua
water birch Betula occidentalis
water-hemlock Cicuta douglasii
western snowberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
white willow Salix alba
wyeth lupine Lupinus wyethii
yellow willow Salix lutea
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Battle Creek
common name scientific name
alfalfa Medicago sativa L.
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
aster Aster spp 1
aster Aster spp 2
Canadian goldenrod Solidago canadensis
cocklebur Xanthium strumarium
foxtail barley Hordeum jubatum
golden eye Bidens humilis
lambs quarters Chenopodium album
pacific willow Alix lasiandra
prairie sandweed Calamouilfa longfolia
quack grass Agro pyron
smooth brome Bromus inermis
western snowberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
wild rush Juncos tentous or balticus
common snowberry Symphoricarpos alba
Beaver Creek
common name scientific name
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
aster Aster spp 1
aster Aster spp 2
aster Aster spp 3
aster Aster spp 4
aster Aster spp 5
aster Aster spp 6
box elder Acer negundo
browneyed susan Rudbeckia triloba
Canadian wildrye Elymus canadensis
cocklebur Xanthium strumarium
drummond willow Salix drummondiana
sedge Carex spp
western snowberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
woods rose Rosa woodsii
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Frenchman River
common name scientific name
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
aster aster spp I
aster aster spp 2
Canadian goldenrod Solidago canadensis
Canadian thistle Cirsium arvense
cockleburr Xanthium strumarium
creeping spike rush Eleocharis plaustris
field mint Mentha arvensis
foxtail barley Hordeum jubatum
potentllia Potentilla spp
sandbar willow Salix exigua
western snowberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
woods rose Rosa woodsii
three-square bulrush Scipun pungens
tansy ragwort Senecio jacobaea
upland tree
thorny buffalo berry Shepherdia argentea
Rock Creek
common name scientific name
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
aster Aster spp. 1
aster Aster spp. 2
barnyard grass Echinochloa crus-galli
cocklebur Xanthium strumarium
foxtail barley Hordeum jubatum
golden eye Bidens humilis
Great Plains cottonwood Populus deltoïdes
Great Plains barley Poa trivialis
pacific willow Salix lasiandra
prairie cordgrass Spartina pectinata
sage Artemisia
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Willow Creek North
common name scientific name
aster Aster spp.
Canadian wildrye Elymus canadensis
creeping spike rush Eleocharis plaustris
eastern cottonwood Populus deltoïdes
field mint Mentha arvensis
golden eye Bidens humilis
leafy spruge Euphorbia esula
peach leaf willow Salix amygdaloides
quack grass Agropyron repens
sandbar willow Salix exigua
showy milkweed Asclepias speciosa
woods rose Rosa woodsii
Porcupine Creek
common name scientific name
alfalfa Medicago sativa L.
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
aster Aster spp.
box elder Acer negundo
Canadian wildrye Elymus canadensis
cocklebur Xanthium strumarium
creeping spike rush Eleocharis palustris
Great Plains cottonwood Populus deltoïdes
foxtail barley Hordeum jubatum
Fremont cottonwood Populus jremontii
golden eye Bidens humilis
narrow-leaf cottonwood Populus angustifolia
pacific willow Salix lasiandra
rabbits foot Polypogon monspeliensis
sandbar willow Salix exigua
tansy ragwort Senecio jacobaea
yellow sweet clover Melilotus officinalis
bulrushes Scirpus
Willow Creek South
common name scientific name
wheatgrass Agropyron
American licorice Glycyrrhiza lepidota
barnyard canary grass Echinochloa crus-galli
golden eye Bidens humilis
sandbar willow Salix exigua
western snowberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
woods rose Rosa woodsii
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Land Cover Type
Drainage Basin Size (sq miles) Agriculture Grasslands Forests Riparian Rock/Barren Water Urban
Big Sandy Creek 1821 52 34 6.2 6.4 0.7 0.23 0.09
Clear Creek 137 6.5 58 27 8.2 0.25 0.2 0
Battle Creek 1649 14 80 0.02 3.2 2.3 0.53 0
Beaver Creek 1685 14 75 2.9 2.7 4.4 0.82 0.02
Larb Creek 378 2.8 88 0.16 2.5 6.2 0.21 0
Frenchman River 2367 6.9 72 0.51 6.5 12 2.2 0
Rock Creek 1352 9.1 84 0.4 4.5 2 0.42 0
Willow Creek N. 292 3.2 84 0.26 3.1 9 0.28 0
Porcupine Creek 731 44 51 0.74 3.8 0.45 0.15 0.05
Willow Creek S. 542 3.2 77 0.49 1.1 18 0.32 0
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Table 14 — Percent of lower Milk River sub-basins exhibiting various slopes
Slope=^ 0 to 4 4 to 14 14 to 27 27 to 38 38 to 53
Battle Creek 71.7% 15.0% 2.9% 10.1% 0.3%
Beaver Creek 54.0% 24.0% 8.1% 10.7% 3.2%
Big Sandy Creek 65.8% 13.4% 4.4% 4.8% 11.5%
Clear Creek 20.6% 18.0% 12.1% 12.8% 36.5%
Frenchman River 24.2% 36.2% 14.3% 19.8% 5.5%
Larb Creek 18.8% 36.3% 39.1% 3.4% 2.5%
Porcupine Creek 35.0% 51.2% 13.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Rock Creek 25.3% 59.4% 15.2% 0.1% ^ 0.0%
Willow Creek 22. î r r 41.8% 35.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Willow Creek South 30.8% 14.4% 54.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Total Basin 47.8% 31.0% 11.5% 5.4% 4.3%
Figure 11 — Percent of lower Milk River sub-basins exhibiting various slopes
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Table 15 — Percent of lower Milk River sub-basios within each Hydrologie Group (which differ in 
runoff potential)
Hydrologie (îroup (Runoff Potential) => A (low) B C D(high) w/u
Battle Creek 1,3% 7.2% 69.9% 20.7% 0,9%
Beaver Creek 0.1% 7.1% 48.6% 43.4% 0.9%
Big Sandy Creek 0.2% 14.9% 78,7% 5.6% 0.6%
Clear Creek 0.0% 34,7% 57.9% 6.7% 0.7%
Frenchman River 0.0% 6.2% 57.3% 31.6% 4.8%
Larb Creek 0.0% 4.7% 44.5% 50.6% 0.1%
Porcupine Creek 0.9% 23.7% 56.2% 19.2% 0.1%
Rock Creek 0.2% 4.5% 68.1% 26.8% 0.3%
Willow Creek 0.0% 2.2% 51.1% 44.0% 2.7%
Willow Creek South 0.0% 1.0% 9.3% 83.4% 6.3%
Total Basin 0.4% 10.7% 64.8% 22.8% 1.4%
w/u — water or undefined
Figure 14 -  Percent of lower Milk River sub-basins within each Hydrologie Group (which differ in 
runoff potential)
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Table 16 — Percent of lower Milk River sub-basins soils in each Permeability Class
Permeability
Class=>
Imper
meable
(0.00-
0.01)
Very
Slow
(0.01-
0,42)
Slow
(0.42-
1.4)
Moderately
Slow
(1.4-4)
Moderate
(4-14)
Moderately
Rapid
(14-42)
Rapid
(42-
141)
Battle Creek 0.9% 66.0% 24.7% 3.0% 5.3% 1.5% 3.7%
Beaver Creek 0.8% 61.3% 27.0% 4.5% 6.3% 0.4% 0.1%
Big Sandy Creek 0.7% 9.6% 35.5% 36.0% 18.3% 8.5% 0,4%
Clear Creek 0.7% 1.4% 6.7% 46.9% 44.3% 2.2% 0.0%
Frenchman River 0.8% 34.8% 57.1% 1.2% 6.1% 0.0% 0.0%
Larb Creek 0.1% 33.1% 44.8% 2.8% 19.2% 0.0% 0.0%
Porcupine Creek 0.1% 21.3% 41.6% 10.5% 26.5% 1.6% 0.0%
Rock Creek 0.3% 32.7% 47.1% 3.6% 16.3% 0.1% 0.0%
Willow Creek N 2.7% 41.0% 42.3% 1.4% 12.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Willow Creek S 6.3% 32.9% 55.0% 0.0% 5.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Total Basin 1.3% 27.7% 40.8% 16.4% 11.9% 1.9% 0.2%
Figure 16 -  Percent of lower Milk River sub-basins soils in each Permeability Class
Percent of Watershed area within each Permeabiiity 
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Table 17 -  Clay content of lower Milk River sub-basins (percent coverage)
Soil Clay Content=^ 0 -1 5 .9 15.9-28.4 28.4 - 34,3 34.3-42.7142.7-72.5
Battle Creek 6.1% 15.4% 45.5% 28.2% 4.8%
Beaver Creek 2.3% 17.1% 20.0% 34.4% 26.2%
Big Sandy Creek 20.2% 44.8% 16.5% r 15.2% 3.2%
Clear Creek 35.3% 18.7% 25.8% 19.6% 0.6%
Frenchman River 7.2% 23.7% 18.6% 37.1% 13.4%
Larb Creek 4.8% 27.5% 20.4% 28.6% 18.8%
Porcupine Creek 6.5% 33.0% 25.6% 31.7% 3.2%
Rock Creek 3.8% 20.0% 39.9% 28.6% 7.7%
Willow Creek 18.8% 14.1% 27.3% 34.3% 5.4%
Willow Creek South 20.0% 5.7% 37.4% 7.7% 29.2%
Basin Total 9.0% 29.1% 24.1% 27.4% 10.3%
Figure 18 — Percent of study basin area exhibiting soils with various clay contents
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Figure 19 -  Percent Clay in soils of the lower Milk River Basin, MT
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Table 18 -  Sodium Absorption Ratio’s of lower Milk River sub-basins soils (percent coverage)
Sodium Absorption R atios^ na 0 - 3 3 - 13 13-15 15-19 19-30 3 0 - 4 7
Battle Creek 29.6% ^4.5% 1.9% 0.9% 63.2% 0.5% 1.4%
Beaver Creek ^3i9% 8.2% 13.4% 16.8% 28.7% 17.9% 29.4%
Big Sandy Creek 81.3% 3.1% 11.7% 0.0% 3.9% 17.4% 6.1%
Clear Creek 83.1% 13.1% 2.8% 0.0% 1.0% 1.7% 0.6%
Frenchman River 41.1% 2.9% 29,9% 16.3% 9.8% 8.8% 1.8%
Larb Creek 55.5% 1.7% 20.0% 10.1% 12.7% 5.0% 11.0%
Porcupine Creek 74.4% 1.9% 4.8% 0.2% 18.6% 0.0% 5.7%
Rock Creek 59.7% 2.1% 11.1% 1.1% 26.0% 0.8% 11.5%
Willow Creek 54.8% 0.5% 7.4% 1.0% 36.4% 0.0% 8.5%
Willow Creek South 74.6% 0.8% 4.2% 16.7% 3.7% 0.5% 11.2%
Total Basin 60.6% 5.7% 12.6% 3.3% 17.8% 8.0% 11.2%
na = no data available for these areas
Figure 20 — Sodium Absorption Ratio’s of lower Milk River sub-basins soils (based on available data 
only)
Percent of Watershed within each SAR Group
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Appendix G: Lower Milk River Tributaries Water 
Chemistry
Figure 22 -  StifT Diagram of tributaries of the lower Milk River basin: June 2001
Cations June Anions
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Figure 23 -  StifT Diagram of tributaries of the lower Milk River basin: August 2001
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Figure 24 -  StifT Diagram of tributaries of the lower Milk River basin: September 2001
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Figure 25 -  Sulfate concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 26 -  Chloride concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 27 -  Alkalinity concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 28 -  Specific Conductance values in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 29 -  Sodium concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 30 -  Calcium concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 31 -  Magnesium concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 32 -  Potassium concentrations in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 33 -  pH values in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 34 -  Total Suspended Solids in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 35 -  Turbidity in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Appendix H: Nutrient Levels in Lower Milk River
Tributaries
Figure 36 -  Nitrate + Nitrite levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Table 19 -  Nitrate + Nitrite levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
May
ppb
June
ppb
August
ppb
September
ppb
Big Sandy Creek 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Clear Creek 89.1 1.4 0.6 1.4
Battle Creek 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Beaver Creek 0.6 1.1 0.6 0.6
Larb Creek 7.4 2.2
Frenchman River 1.4 0.6 0.6 1.2
N Willow Creek 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8
Rock Creek 0.8 0.6 3.7
S Willow Creek 0.6 0.6
Porcupine Creek 6.4 0.6 0.6 0.6
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Figure 37 -Total Persulfate Nitrogen levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer
2001
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Table 20 -  Total Persulfate Nitrogen levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
May
ppb
June
ppb
August
ppb
September
ppb
Big Sandy Creek 2266 1447 2113 1010
Clear Creek 454 531 707 511
Battle Creek 843 689 822 767
Beaver Creek 972 959 986 994
Larb Creek 753 884 902
Frenchman River 782 858 1107 1477
N Willow Creek 715 481 591 795
Rock Creek 633 853 1083
S Willow Creek 1297 839 1194
Porcupine Creek 221 228 325 455
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Figure 38 -  Soluble Reactive Phosphorus levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer
2001
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Table 21 -  Soluble Reactive Phosphorus levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
May
ppb
June
ppb
August
ppb
September
ppb
Big Sandy Creek 107.1 30.4 46.2 24.3
Clear Creek 43.3 256.8 223.6 133.4
Battle Creek 21.0 18.3 15.4 10.7
Beaver Creek 32.6 23.5 30.6 39.0
Larb Creek 240.2 45.8
Frenchman River 26.9 31.9 20.4 20.5
N Willow Creek 25.6 32.3 27.2 24.8
Rock Creek 22.7 17.8 24.1
S Willow Creek 19.3 25.4
Porcupine Creek 18.4 19.0 13.4 31.5
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Figure 39 -  Total Phosphorus levek in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Table 22 -  Total Phosphorus levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
May
ppb
June
ppb
August
ppb
September
ppb
Big Sandy Creek 215.8 52.6 68.4 27.8
Clear Creek 57.4 323.5 381.8 178.1
Battle Creek 44.6 29.7 25.3 18.3
Beaver Creek 165.4 54.7 101.3 57.1
Larb Creek 1860.5 676.9 164.6
Frenchman River 141.8 241.0 94.9 50.5
N Willow Creek 113.1 60.3 74.6 69.7
Rock Creek State Land 114.0 67.4 50.7
S Willow Creek 2791.2 74.6 85.5
Porcupine Creek 56.4 31.0 29.4 42.4
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Figure 40 -  Ammonia NH3-N levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Table 23 -  Ammonia NH3-N levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
May
ppb
June
ppb
August
ppb
September
ppb
Big Sandy Creek 14.2 9.9 18.5 11.6
Clear Creek 21.0 21.5 11.3 16.6
Battle Creek 8.2 13.9 9.7 16.3
Beaver Creek 7.9 5.8 36.6 13.2
Larb Creek 13.7 29.9
Frenchman River 13.5 14.6 6.7 6.7
N Willow Creek 9.2 16.3 10.9 11.8
Rock Creek State Land 10.9 15.6 18.9
S Willow Creek 13.2 12.7
Porcupine Creek 18.0 11.8 10.4 9.6
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Figure 41 -  Soluble Nitrogen / Soluble Phosphorus ratio in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin,
summer 2001
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Table 24 -  Soluble Nitrogen / Soluble Phosphorus ratio in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, 
summer 2001
May June August September
Big Sandy Creek 0.14 0.35 0.41 0.50
Clear Creek 2.54 0.09 0.05 0.13
Battle Creek 0.42 0.79 0.67 1.59
Beaver Creek 0.26 0.29 1.22 0.35
Larb Creek 0.09 0.70
Frenchman River 0.55 0.48 0.36 0.39
N Willow Creek 0.39 0.52 0.42 0.51
Rock Creek 0.52 0.91 0.94
S Willow Creek 0.71 0.52
Porcupine Creek 1.33 0.65 0.82 0.32
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Appendix I: Stream Algal Levels in Lower Milk River 
Tributaries
Figure 42 -  Algae levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Figure 43 -  Water Column Chlorophyll levels in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 
2001
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Note for Figures 42 and 43, bars are the mean of the number of samples (3 to 11 depending on the site) 
taken for that month and the error bars are the 95% confidence intervals
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Figure 44 -  Ratio of chlA/AFDW in tributaries of the lower Milk River basin, summer 2001
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Appendix J: Example Field Forms
Natural Resource Conservation Service, Riparian Assessment Form
U. s. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE MONTANA
NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 12/2000
RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
N am e of S tream :_______________________________________ _
D ate:_______________________  ID T eam /O bservers:.
L ength  of R each :____________________  O ther Data
Q u e stio n  1, S tream  Inc lsem en t:
8 = Channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; or, old dovwicutting apparent but a  new, stable riparian a rea  h as  formed within 
the Incised channel. T here Is perennial riparian vegetation well established In the riparian area . (S tage 1 and 5, Schum m 's model)
6 ss channel has evidence of old downcutting that has  begun stabilizing, vegetation Is beginning to establish, even a t the b ase  of the 
falling banks, soil disturbance evident. (S tage 4)
4  = small headcut. In early s tag s , is present. Immediate action m ay prevent further degradation (eariy S tage 2)
2 = unstable, channel Incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated. The vegetation 
that Is p resen t Is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure Is common. (S tage 3)
0  = channel deeply Incised, resembling a  gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only occasional or 
rare flood events ac c e ss  the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcuttlng/headcuts. (S tage 2)
The presence o f active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated Sustainable.
SCO RE:____________________________________________________________________________ ____________
C om m ents:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q uestion  2, P e rc en t of S tream b a n k s  with A ctive Lateral C utting:
6 = the lateral bank erosion Is In balance with the stream  and Its setting 
4  = there Is a  minimal am ount of active lateral bank erosion occurring 
2 = there Is a  m oderate am ount of active lateral bank erosion occurring 
0  = there Is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring 
SCORE:
C om m ents:________________________________________________________
Q u e stio n  3, T he S tream  is  In B a lan c e  with th e  W ater an d  S ed im en t B eing S upp lied  by  th e  W atershed :
6 = the stream  exhibits no ex cess  sedlm ent/bedload deposition, sedim ent occurs on point bars and other locations a s  would be 
expected In a  stable, dynamic system
4  = sedim ent clogged gravels are apparent In riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sedim ent apparent 
2 = mid-channel bars are  com m on
0 = stream  Is braided (except naturally occurring braided system s), having at least 3 active channels
SCO RE: ____________
C o m m e n ts:___________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________
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STREAM/PROJECT:______________________________________REACH I.D:
Q uestion  4, Sufficient Soii P rese n t to  Hoid W ater an d  Act a s  a  R ooting Medium:
3 = m ore than 85% of the riparian area with sufficient soil to hold water and act a s  a  rooting medium 
2 = 65% to 85% of the riparian area with sufficient soil to hold water and act as  a  rooting medium 
1 = 35% to 65% of the riparian area with sufficient soii to hoid water and act as  a  rooting medium 
0 = 35% or less of the riparian area  with sufficient soil to hold water and act as  a  rooting medium 
SCORE:
C om m ents: ___________________________________________________________________________
Q uestion  5, P erc en t of S tream bank  with V egetation having a Deep, B inding R oo tm ass: (see Appendix I tor stability ratings 
for m ost riparian, and other, species)
6 = more than 80% of the stream bank comprised of plant species with deep, binding root m asses 
4 = 60% to 80% of the stream bank comprised of plant species with deep, binding root m asses 
2 = 30% to 60% of the stream bank comprised of plant species with deep binding root m asses 
0 = less than 30% of the stream bank comprised of plant species with deep binding root m asses
SCORE:__________________________________________________________________________ ___________
C om m ents:__________________________________ '_______________________________________________________________________
Q uestion  6, W eeds :
3 = 0-0.1% of the riparian a rea  has noxious weeds 
2 = 0.1%-1% of the riparian a rea  has noxious w eeds 
1 = 1%-5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds 
0 = over 5% of the riparian area  has  noxious weeds 
SCORE:
C om m ents:_____________________________________
STREAM/PROJECT:
Q uestion  7, D istu rbance-C aused  U ndesirable P lants:
3 = 1% or less of the riparian area  has  undesirable plants 
2 = 1%-5% of the riparian area  has undesirable plants 
1 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirabie plants 
0  = over 10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants 
SCORE:
C om m ents:_________________________________________ _
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Q uestion 8, W oody S pecies E stablishm ent and R egeneration; {Note: Skip this question If the riparian area has no potential 
for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table. Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, ail others well represented. For sites with potential for trees and 
shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is (are) lacking. Having mature 
individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well represented, or 
the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian species dominate. 
Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, If this has happened.
0 = som e woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential should be re­
evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of Russian olive and/or salt 
cedar
SCORE: ___________
Com m ents:__________________________  _____
Q uestion 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed 
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stem s are browsed 
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stem s are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stem s are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a  “clubbed" growth
form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
SCORE: ___________
C om m ents;_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q uestion 10, RJparlan/Wetland Vegetative Cover In the Riparian Area/Floodplain and  Stream bank: 
8 = 85% or more of the riparian/wetland plant cover has a stability rating > 6 
6 = 75%-85% of the riparian/wetland plant cover has a stability rating > 6 
4 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland plant cover has a stability rating > 6 
2 = 55%-65% of the riparian/wetland plant cover has a  stability rating > 6 
0 = less than 55% of the riparian/wetland plant cover has a  stability rating > 6
NOTE: A low score for this item may be enough to keep the stream reach from being rated Sustainable
SCORE: ____
Com m ents:____________________________________ _ ______ ___ __________________________________
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STREAM/PROJECT: REACH I.D: DATE;
Question 11, Riparian Area/Floodpiain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
6 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and trap sediment. 
There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosionai areas on floodplain/nparian area or streambank. There 
are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment trapping occurring. 
Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface erosion 
(scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the mam channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes; 1 )adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3) woody 
material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosionai areas are long and continuous. Lacking vegetation or 
substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the floodplain/nparian area. Headcuts are 
present that have the potential to create meander cutoffs.
SCORE:
Comments:.
SUMMARY
STREAiyi/PROJECT: REACH I.D;_ DATE:
(SCORE) (POSSIBLE)
QUESTION 1: Stream Incisement
QUESTION 2: Lateral Cutting
QUESTION 3: Stream Balance
QUESTION 4: Sufficient Soil
QUESTION 5: Rootmass
QUESTION 6: Weeds
QUESTION 7: Undesirable Plants
QUESTION 8: Woody Species Establishment
QUESTION 9: Browse Utilization
QUESTION 10: Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
QUESTION 11: Riparian Area/Fioodplain Characteristics
0. 2 4. 6, a
0. 2 .4 . 6
N/A. 0 .1 .2 .  3 
N/A. Q- 2. 4. 6 
0 .1 .2 .  3 
0 .1 .2 .  3 
N/A. 0. 2. 4. 6. 8 
N'A. 0. 1 . 2 . 3  4 
N/A. 0. 2. 4. 6 . 8 
N/A. 0. 2. 4. 6
TOTAL 61
(POTENTIAL SCORE FOR MOST BEDROCK OR BOULDER STREAMS) 
(questions 1, 2, 3 ,6 ,7 ,1 1 )
(POTENTIAL SCORE FOR MOST LOW ENERGY "E" STREAMS) 
(questions 1 -  7 ,10 ,11 )
(32)
(49)
RATING: Actual Score X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE 
50-80% a AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE
* Only In certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".
NOTES
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EMAP Form
STREAM VERIFICATION FORM - STREAMS/RIVERS
Ravlawad by  (miHil);
SITE NAME: DATE: / /  2 0 0 1 VISIT; 0 1 2  3
SITE ID: W M TP99- TEAM;
STREAM/RIVER VERIFICATION INFORMATION
Stream/River Verified by (X all that apply): 
n  Other (D escribe Here):
n  GPS □  Local Contact □  Signs □  Roads □  Topo: Map
□  Not Verified (Explain in Comments)
Coordinates Latitude North Longitude West Type ofGPS Fix
Are GPS C oordinates 
w/l 10 Sec, of m ap?
D«9fMS, MlnutaE,
and Second#
MAP OR
Daclmal Daereas
GPS
OsgrMs, Mtnulm, 
and Seconds
OR
Decimal Degrees
□  2D
□  3D
□  Yes
□  No
DID YOU SAMPLE THIS SITE?
I I YES If YES, check one below I I NO If NO. check one below
SA M PLE A B LE (C hoose  m ethod  used )
□  W adeable  - C o n tin u o u s w ater, g re a te r  th an  50% w adeab le
□  B eatable
□  Partial - Sam pled  by w ading (Explain In com m ents)
□  Partial • Sam pled  by bo a t (Explain In com m ents)
□  W adeable In te rrup ted  - Not co n tin u o u s  w ater a long reach
□  B oatable In terrup ted  - Not c o n tin u o u s  w a ter a long reach
□  Altered - S tream /R iver P resen t b u t not a s  on  Map
NON-SAMPLEABLE-PERMANENT
□  Dry • V isited
□  Dry - Not v isited
□  W etland (No D efinable Channel)
□  Map E rror - No ev idence  channel/w aterbody  ever p re sen t
□  Im pounded  (U nderneath  Lake o r Pond)
□  O ther (explain in com m ents)
N O N-8 AM P L E A B LE-TEMPORARY
□  Not b o a ta b le  - N eed a  different crew
□  Not w adeab le  - N eed a  different crew
□  O ther (Explain In com m ents)
NO A C C E S S
□  A ccess  P e rm iss io n  Denied
□  Perm anen tly  Inaccessib le  (U nable/Unsafe to  Reach Site)
□  Tem porarily Inaccessible-FIre, etc. (Explain in com m ents)
GENERAL COMMENTS:
DIRECTIONS TO STREAM/RIVER SITE:
Record Information used  to  define length of reach, and sketch  générai fea tu res  of reach on reverse side. 
03/26/2001 2001 Stream  Verification
23755
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STREAM VERIFICATION FORM - STREAMS/RIVERS (cont.) R avlcw td tly (tn lllal):
SITE NAME: DATE: /  /  2  0  0  1 VISIT: 0 1 2  3
SITE ID: W M TP99- TEAM:
Channel Width Used 
to Define Reach (m)
DISTANCE (m) FROM X-SITE
Comment
Upstream Length Downstream Length
\___ 1..... 1____1
SKETCH MAP - Arrow Indicates North
STREAM/RIVER REACH DETERMINATION
PERSONNEL Team Number:
NAME Biomorph
DUTIES
Geomorph Forms
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
03/26/2001 2001 StraamVwIfl cation
23755
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STREAM ASSESSMENT FORM - STREAMS/RIVERS """"'L
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: /  2 0 0 1
WATERSHED ACTIVITIES AND DISTURBANCES OBSERVED Pnt#n#lty; Blmnk-Notob##rv*<l,L"Low. M-Moderat#,
R esid en tia l R e c re a tio n a l A gricu ltu ral In d u s tria l S tr e a m  M a n a g e m e n t
L M H IliiWincii L M H KHdngTnOt L M H Croptand L M H Muslrtal pent* L M H Uming
t M H MalnMned Lawne L M H P»rk«, Campgrourtdt L M H L M H Mim/QuirrlM L M H Chamlcal TrMlnwifl
L M H Concmidlan L H PMmWv# Parks, Canning L M H UvHtocK Urn# L M H o eo m v w L M H Anglng Prmum
L M H Pe«B.Dnliw L M H TraatVLAtar L M H L M H PmrarPlKiH L M H Dradgma
L M H Dumping L M H Surfaca F3ma L M K Poinry L M H Logging L M H Chpiralltatlon
L M H Sped* L M H IrhgmUonEqWp. L M K EvMwiMorRr* L M H WiKr Uwainuciualions
L M H BrtdgVCidvwli L M H WitirWlthdmnl L M H Odore L M H RtnaiocMng
L M H Swag» Trtnmnt L M H ConaniRla) L M H Dpnw
SITE CHAR/tfmERISTICS (200 m radius)
Waterbody
C h a r a c t e r
Pristine
Appealing
□  5
□ 5
0 4
0 4
0 3
0 3
□ 2 
□ 2
□ 1 
□ 1
Highly Disturbed 
Unappealing
B e a v e r
B e a v e r  S ig n s :  □  A bsen t O Rare □  Com m on
B e a v e r  F lo w  M o d if ic a tio n s :  O None O Minor Q  Major
Dominant 
Land U se
D om ^nt^ljm t Use Q  F orest O A griculture O  Range
« Forest ^ m in a n t Age □  25 - 75 yrs. D  > 75 yrs.
O Urban r~| Suburban/T ow n
WEATHER
GENERAL ASSESSM EN T (Biotic Integrity, Vegetation diversity. Local anecdotal information)
39447
03/26/2001 2001 Stream  A ssessm ent
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PHAB: THALWEG PROFILE & WOODY DEBRIS FORM STREAMS
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: I  / 2 0 0 1 TRANSECT: □ A-B □ B-C □ C-D □  D-E □ E-F□ F-G DG-H OH-I G l-J D J-K
THALWEG PROFILE
STA­
TION
BAR WIDTH
THALWEG 
DEPTH (cmllXXX)
WETTED WIDTH 
(mllXXXX)
s s m
a # '
i { i
Y N t r a c t s  V N
Y N Y N
Y N
Y N Y N
For Transect A-B ONLY: Increment (m) XX: Total Reacli Length (m):
CHANNEL 
UNIT CODE
POOL
FORM
CODE
SIDE
CHANNEL
Y N
Y N
Y N
BACK
WATER
Y N
Y N
Y N
Y N
Y N
SUBSTRATE
station (5 or 7) LFT LCTR CTR RCTR RGT FLAG
FLAG COMMENTS
SUBSTRATE SIZE CLASS CODES'
RS •  BCEROCK (SUOOTH) • (LARGER DUN A CAR)
RR ■ WDRGCK I ROUGH) ■ (LARGER THAN A CAR)
C BOULDER (190 TO 40W mm| - BA5KETBAL1 TO CAR)
CB ■ CWBBLC (*t TO 290 mm) - (TEHMS BALL TO BASKETBALL) 
GC = COARSE GRAVEL (10 TO «4 m n | - (MARBLE TO TE 1*95 BALL) 
GF •  FBIE GRAVEL (1 TO IS tmnj - (LAOYBUG TO MARBLE)
SA •  BAND (0 00 TO 2 mm) • (GRITTY - UP TO LADYBUO SEE)
FN » SR.T/CLAT f MUCK ■ (MOT GRITTT)
HP •  MAR DR AM ■ (ROW. CDMSOLIDATED F M  SUBSTRATE)
WD = WOOD-(ANT StZEl
OT «  OTICH (COMMENT ON OTTER SIDE)
POOL FORM CODES
N •  Nol •  psol 
W •  lAiBV WaodiP DotirM 
R ■ Roousd
B ABcvUoroi B t^ooli
F a UiUumni.Siivlil
CHANNEL UNIT CODES
PP ™ RooL Plunoo
PT ■ Root Tfooch
PL ■ Root LMcm Scour
PB ■ Pool, BadnMtor
PD  = Pool. UnpsundnMiit
GLaQiOo
RlARlHli
RAaRooM
CA o Cotcado
FA = Foot
DR A Dit ChuHiol
LARGE WOODY DEBRIS
(tIO cm small and dlsmstar; 11J  m long*!
DIAMETER 
LARGE END
0,1-<0.3 m
0.3-0 6 m
0.6-0.8 m
>0.6 m
CHECK IF ALL UNMARKED I I 
BOXES ARE ZERO I I
PIECES «.U P A R T  IN BANKFULL CHANNEL
Length 1.5-5m 5-15m >15m
Flag Codes: K = no measurement made, U = suspect measurement, FI, F2, ed. = flags assigned by each 
field crew. Explain all flags in comments. 1 = Measure Bar Width at Station 0 and Mjd-Slalion (S or 7).
FLAG
PIECES BRIDGE ABOVE BANKFULL CHANNEL
Length 1.5-5m 5-15m >15m
03f2tY2001 2001 Phab Thalweg Stream
PHab; CHANNEURIPARIAN CROSS-SECTION FORM - STREAMS Reviewed by (initials):
o
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: I  /  2 0 0 1 TRANSECT ^ ^ X-tra Side Channel,— ,— / ,  ■ . 1 , TRANÎ>ti,l.pç OH 01 OJ OK O
SUBSTRATE CROSS-SECTIONAL INFORMATION
FISH
COVER/
OTHER
0 3 Absent (0%|
1 :  Sparse (<10%)
2 a Moderate (10.40%)
9 = Heavy 140-75%)
4 = Very Heavy (>75%)
(circle one)
Cover in Channel Flag
DIstLB Depth Size C lass Embed.
XX XX m  XXX cm Code 0-100% Flag
Left
LCtr F ila m e n to u s  A lgae 0 1 2  3 4
Clr Macrophytes 0 1 2  3 4
RCtr Woody D ebris 
>0.3 m  (BIG) 0 1 2  3 4
Right B rush /W oody  D ebris 
<0.3 m  (SMALL) 0 1 2  3 4
SUBSTRATE SIZE CLASS CODES Embed. (%) Live Trees or R o o ts 0 1 2  3 4
RS = B ed ro c k  |S m o o lh | - (larger than a car) 0 O v ertiang tng  Veg. 
=<1 m  o f  S urfa ce 0 1 2  3 4RR ■ B edrock  ( R ou g h ) - (L arger th a n  a c a r) 0
CB = C ob b le  (64 to  250 m m ) - (Tennis ball to  B asketba ll) U n d e rcu t B anks 0 1 2  3 4
GC = C o a rse  G ravel (16 to  64  m m ) - (M arble to  T en n is  ball)
GF *  F ine G ravel (2 to  16 m m ) • (L adybug to  m arble) B o u ld e rs 0 1 2  3 4
SA = S an d  (0.06 to  2 m m ) • (G ritty - u p  to  L adylxig size) ICO
FN 3  S ilt / C lay / M uck - (N ot Gritty) 100 Artificial S tru c tu re s 0 1 2  3 4HP = H ardpan  - (Firm , C o n so lid a te d  F ine S u b s tra te )  0
OT = Ôther (Write comment below)
BANK MEASUREMENTS
Bank Angle Undercut 
0 - 360 DtsL (ml Flag
Left
Right
Wetted Width XXX.X m 
Bar Width XX X m 
Bankfull Width XXX.X m 
Bankfull Height XX X m 
Incised Height XX X m
CANOPY COVER MEASUREMENTS
DENSIOMETER (0-17Max) 
Flag Flag
CenUp CenR
CenL Left
CenDwn Right
Flag codes: K = Sample not collected; U = Suspect sample; F1, F2, 
etc. = misc. flag assigned by field crew. Explain all flags In comment 
sections.
Flag Comments
VISUAL RIPARIAN 
ESTIMATES
0 = Atisent (0%)
1 = Spar»* (<10%)
3 = Moderate (10-40%)
3 -  Heavy (40-75%)
4 ■ Very Heavy (>75%|
0  > Deciduous 
C > Coniferous 
E B Broadieaf Evergreen 
M -M ixed 
N "  None
RIPARIAN 
VEGETATION COVER Left B ank R ight B an k
Flag
Canopy (>5 m high)
Vegetation Type D C E M N D c E M N
BIG Trees (Trunk 
>0.3 m  DBM) 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
SMALL Trees (Trunk 
<0.3 m  OBH) 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Understory (0.5 to 5 m high)
Vegetation Type D C E M N 0 c E M N
Woody Shrubs & 
Saplings 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Non-Woody Herbs, 
Grasses, S F orbs 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Ground Cover (<0.5 m high)
Woody Shrubs 
& Saplings 0 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Non-Woody Herbs, 
Grasses and Forbs 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Barren, Bare Dirt 
or Duff 0 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
HUMAN 0 <* Not Present P » >10 m  C ° Within 10 m B » On Bank
INFLUENCE Left B ank R igh t B an k Flag
WaiUDlkelRevetment
/R iprap/D am 0 P C B 0 p 0 B
Buildings 0 P C B 0 p c B
Pavement/Cleared Lot 0 P C B 0 p C B
Road/Railroad 0 P C B 0 p c B
Pipes (Inlet/Outlet) 0 P C B 0 p C B
Landfll I/Trash 0 P C B 0 p C B
Park/Lawn 0 P C B 0 p c B
Row Crops 0 P C B 0 p c B
Pasture/Range/Hay Field 0 P C B 0 p c 8
Logging Operations 0 P C B 0 p c 8
Mining Activity 0 P C B 0 p c 8
03/26/2001 2001 PHAB Chan/Riparian - Str
i
RIPARIAN "LEGACY" TREES AND INVASIVE ALIEN PLANTS Reviewed by (initial):
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE; I  / 2 0 0 1
Tran
H
K
LARGEST LEGACY TREE VISIBLE FROM THIS STATION
Tree*
not
Visible
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
DBH
(m)
O 0-0.1 □  
0 .1-3 n
□  .3.75
.75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  .1 .3 □
□  .3.75
.75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  .1.3 □
□  .3-75
.75-2
>2
□  (W).1 □  
0 .1-3 D
□  .3.75
.75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  .1.3 □
□  .3-.75
.75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  .1 .3 □
□  .3-75
.75-2
>2
□ 00.1 □
□  .1-.3 □
□  .3.75
.75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  .1-.3 □
□  3.75
.75-2
>2
H eight
(m)
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□ <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 -15
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 - 1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
Disl. from 
wetted 
margin 
(m)
Type
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
O  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
O  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
T axonom ic C ategory
ALIEN PLANT SPECIES PRESENT IN LEFT 
AND RIGHT RIPARIAN PLOTS
C heck all th a t a re  p re se n t
□
NONE
□
NONE
□
NONE
n
NONE
□
NONE
□
NONE
□
NONE
□
NONE
□  RC G rass
□  Engl ivy
□  Ch Grass
□  SaltC ed
□  CanThis
□  MTWs
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus OI
□  RC G rass
□  Engi ivy
□  Cfi Grass
n  Sait Ced
□  CanThis
□  MThis
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus Oi
Q  RC G rass
□  Engl Ivy
□  Ch Grass
□  Sait Ced
□  CanThis
□  MThis
□  Hblack
□  Teasei
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□ Rus 01
□  RC G rass
□  Engl ivy
□  Ch Grass
□  Salt Ced
□  CanThis
□  MThis
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
Q  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
□  RC G rass
□  Engl Ivy
□  Ch G rass
□  Salt Ced
□  CanThis
□  M This
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
□  RC G rass 
D Engl Ivy
□  Ch G rass
□  Salt Ced
□  CanThis
□  M This
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
□  RC G rass
□  Engl Ivy 
O  Ch G rass
□  Salt Ced
□  CanThis
□  U This
□  Hblack
□  Teasei
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
□  RC Grass
□  Engl Ivy
□  Ch G rass
□  SaltC ed
□  CanThis
□  MThis
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
0312612001 2001 Riparian Legacy Trees
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RIPARIAN "LEGACY" TREES AND INVASIVE ALIEN PLANTS Reviewed by (initial):
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: I  / 2 0 0 1
Tran
B
LARGEST LEGACY TREE VISIBLE FROM THIS STATION
Trees
not
Visible
□
□
□
OBH
(m)
□ 0-0.1 □
□  .1.3 □
□  .3-75
.75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  1-3 □
□  .3-75
75-2
>2
□ 0-0.1 □
□  1-3 □
□  .3-75
.75-2
>2
Height
{m)
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□ >30
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
□  <5
□  5 -1 5
□  1 5 -3 0
□  >30
DIst. from 
wetted 
margin
Type
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
□  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
O  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
□  Deciduous
□  Coniferous
Q  Broadieaf 
Evergreen
Taxonom ic C ategory
INSTRUCTIONS
Legacy trees are defined as the largest tree within your 
search area, which is as far as you can see, but within 
maximum limits as follows:
Wadeable Streams: Confine search to no more than 
50 m from left and right bank and extending upstream to 
next transect (for K' look upstream 4 channel widths) 
Non-wadeable Rivers: Confine search to no more than 
100 m from left and right bank and extending both 
upstream and downstream as far as you can see 
confidently.
Alien Plants: Confine search to riparian plots on left and 
right bank
Wadeable Streams: 10 m x 10 m 
Non-wadeable Rivers: 10 m x 20 m
Not all aliens are to be Identified in all states. See Field 
Manual and Plant Identification Guide.
TAXONOMIC CATEGORIES
Acacia/Mesquite
Alder/Birch
Ash
Mapie/Boxelder
Oak
Poplar/Cottonwood
Sycamore
Willow
Unknown or Other Deciduous
Cedar/Cypress/Sequoia
Fir (including Douglas fir and hemlock)
Juniper
Pine
Spruce
Unknown or Other Conifer
Unknown or Other Broadieaf Evergreen
Snag (Dead tree of any species)
Transects D to K continued on other side
ALIEN PLANT SPECIES PRESENT IN LEFT 
AND RIGHT RIPARIAN PLOTS
C heck all th a t a re  p re sen t
□
NONE
□
NONE
□
NONE
□  RC Grass
□  Engl Ivy
□  Ch G rass
□  SaltC ed
□  CanThis
□  MThis
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
□  RC Grass
□  Engl Ivy
□  Ch Grass
□  Salt Ced
□  CanThis
□  MThis
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
□  RC Grass
□  Engl Ivy
□  Ch Grass
□  Salt Ced
□  CanThis
□  M This
□  Hblack
□  Teasel
□  Spurge
□  G Reed
□  C Burd
□  Rus 01
ALIEN SPECIES
RC Grass
Engl ivy
ChGrass
Salt Ced
Can This
M This
Hblack
Teasel
Spurge
G Reed
C Burd
Rus 01
Reed canarygrass
English ivy
Cheat grass
Salt Cedar
Canada thistle
Musk thistle
Himalayan blackberry
Teasel
Leafy spurae
Giant reed
Common burdock
Russian-olive
Phalaris arundinacea
Hedera helix
Bromus tectorum
Tamarix spp.
Cirsium arvense
Carduus nutans
Rubus discolor
Dipsacus fullonum
Euphobia esula
Arundo donax
Arctim minus
Elaeagnus angustifolia
COMMENTS
03/25/2001 2001 Riparian Legacy Trees
R av iaw ad  b y  (InitU la):
TORRENT EVIDENCE ASSESSMENT FORM - STREAMS
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: /  /  2 0 0 1
P lease  X any of th e  following that are evident.
EVIDENCE OF TORRENT SCOURING:
01 - stream channel has a recently devegetated corridor two or more times the width of the low flow channel. This 
corridor lacks riparian vegetation with possible exception of fireweed, even-aged alder or cottonwood seedlings, 
grasses, or other herbaceous plants.
02 - Stream substrate cobbles or large gravel particles are NOT IMBRICATED. (Imbricated means that they lie with flat 
sides horizontal and that they are stacked like roof shingles -  imagine the upstream direction as the top of the "roof.") In 
a torrent scour or deposition channel, the stones are laying In unorganized patterns, lying "every which way." In addition 
many of die substrate particles are angular (not "water-worn.")
□ 03 - Channel has little evidence of pool-riffle structure. (For example, could you ride a mountain bike down the channel?)
04 - The stream channel is scoured down to bedrock.
□ 05 - There are gravel or cobble berms (little levees) above bankfull level.
□ 06 - Downstream of the scoured reach (possibly several miles), there are massive deposits of sediment, logs, and other debris.
□ 07 - Riparian trees have fresh bartt scars at many points along the stream at seemingly untretievable heights above the channel bed.
□ 08 - Riparian trees have fallen Into the channel as a result of scouring near their roots.
EVIDENCE OF TORRENT DEPOSITS:
□ 09 - There are massive deposits of sediment, logs, and other debris in the reach. They may contain wood and boulders that, in your Judgement, could not have been moved by die stream at even extreme flood stage.
□
10 - If the stream has tiegun to erode newly laid deposits. It Is evident that these deposits are "MATRIX SUPPORTED." 
This means that die large particles, like boulders and cobbles, are often not touching each other, but have silt, sand, and 
other fine particles tietween them (their weight is supported by these fine particles — in contrast to a normal stream 
deposit, where fines, if present, normally "fill-in" the interstices between coarser particles.)
NO EVIDENCE:
D 11 • No evidence of torrent scouring or torrent deposits.
COMMENTS
5118
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CHANNEL CONSTRAINT AND FIELD CHEMISTRY - STREAMS/RIVERS
Reviewed by (inltiel);
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: /  2 0 0 1
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS station ID: (Assum e X-slte un less marked)
Comments
STREAIWRIVER DO mg/l: 
(optional)
STREAM RIVER TEMP. (“C):
TIME OF DAY:
CHANNEL CONSTRAINT
CHANNEL PATTERN (Check One)
□  One channel
□  A nastom osing (com plex) channel - (Relatively long major and minor channels branching and rejoining.)
□  Braided channel - (Multiple short channels branching and rejoining - mainly one channel broken up by 
numerous mid-channel bars.)
CHANNEL CONSTRAINT (Check One)
□  Channel very constrained in V-shaped valley (i.e. it is very unlikely to spread out over valley or erode a 
new channel during flood)
□  Channel is  In Broad Valley but channel movement by erosion during floods is constrained by Incision (Flood 
flows do not commonly spread over valley floor or into multiple channels.)
□  Channel is in Narrow Valley but is  not very constrained, but limited in movement by reiatively narrow 
valley floor (< -1 0  x bankfull width)
O  Channel is Unconstrained in Broad Valley (i.e. during flood it can fill off-channel areas and side channels, 
spread out over flood plain, or easily cut new channels by erosion)
CONSTRAINING FEATURES (Check One)
□  Bedrock (i.e. channel is a bedrock-dominated gorge)
□  Hillslope (i.e. channel constrained in narrow V-shaped valley)
□  Terrace (i.e. channel is constrained by its own incision into river/stream gravel/soil deposits)
□  Human Bank Alterations (i.e. constrained by rip-rap, landfill, dike, road, etc.)
□  No constrain ing features
Percent of channel length with margin 
in contact with constraining feature:
 >
(0-100%)
Bankfull width: (m)
Valley width (Visual Estimated Average): (m)
Note: Be su re  to Include d istances loetween both sides of valley ttorder for valley width.
□If you can n o t s m  th e  valley b o rd e rs , reco rd  th e  d is ta n c e  you can  s e e  a n d  m ark  th is  box. _____
Percent of Channel Margin Examples
100%
50%
100%
Comments
38480
03/26/2001 2001 Chan Con/FId Chem
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PHab: SLOPE AND BEARING FORM - STREAMS Revlfwwt by (Inttbl*:
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: I  / 2 0 0 1
TRANSECT SLOPE
XXJ(%
MAIN
BEARING
0-359
PROPOR. 
nON %
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
SLOPE 
XXX %
BEARING
0-359
PROPOR.
noN%
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
SLOPE
XXJ(%
BEARING
0-359
PROPOR­
TION %
FLAG
B j I I 1 I I J  L
B
I L J  I J  L
J  L J  I I J  L
J  I J  L J  I I J  I I
J  L I 1 I I J  L
J  I J  L I I I I
H
J  L J  I I I I I
H
-I I J  I I I I I J  L
I I I J  I I I I 1
K
J I I J I I I I I I I I J I I I 1 I I I I
FLAG COMMENT FLOW
F ir s t
Supple-
m e n ta l
Main
Flag codes: K = Sample not collected; U = Suspect sample; FI, F2, etc. = misc. flag assigned tiy field crew. Explain all flags in comment sections. 
031261ZXM 2001 PWb Slope
m m m m i
Reviewed by (Initials);
SITE ID: WMTP99- DATE: /  /  2  0 0 0
□  Velocity Area
Depth Units □  ft □  cm Velocity Units □  ft/s XXJ( □  mis X.XX
(Final m sam re m sn t should  b e  l>ft bank  *
D ie t from  B ank  (cm)
0
Depth V elocity Flag
□  Timed Filling
Repeat Volume (L) Time (s) Mag
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
□  Neutral Bouyant Object
Float D Is t 
(m)
Float Time 
(s)
Flag
Float 1 Float 2 Float 3
Cross Sections on Float Reach
W idth
(m )
D epth 1 
(cm)
Depth 2 
(cm)
D epth 3 
(cm)
D epth 4  
(cm)
Depth 5 
(cm)
Upper Section Middle Section L o w e r S e c tio n
Flag Comments
j— I
Flag C odes: K > No m easurem ent o r observation  made; U -  S uspect m easurem ent or observation; Q = Unacceptable QC 
check a sso c ia ted  with m easurem ent; Z = Last station m easured (If not Station 20); F1, F2, e tc  «  M iscellaneous flags 
a ssigned  by e a c h  field crew. Explain all flags In com m ents section .
04/14/2000 2000 Stream  Discharge
62556
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SAMPLE COLLECTION FORM - STREAMS by(initial);
SITE ID: W M TP99- DATE: /. . . / .2 .0 .0 . 1 .
WATER CHEMISTRY
Sample ID Transect Comments
I I I
REACH-WIDE BENTHOS SAM PLE
Sample ID No. of Jars Comment
TRANSECT B H I K
SUBSTRATE CHAN Sub. Chan. Sub. Chan. S ub. Chan. Sub. Chan. Sub. Chan.
Finm/Sand
Gravai
C o a rs i
O th a r Nota In 
Comma naa
GIMa
Rapid
□ f
□ g
□ c
□ o
□ p
□  OL
□  R1
□  RA
OF 
□  6 
Qc
□ p
□  GL
□ w
□  RA
OF
□  g
□ c
□ o
O P  
D  GL
□  R1
O RA
O f  
□  g  
Q c  
Do
Op 
O  GL 
□  r .  
O  RA
Of
Dg
DC
D o
Dp 
O  GL 
O R'
□  RA
□  f  
Dg 
DC 
Do
OP
O GL
□  Rl
□  RA
Of
□  g  
O c
□  o
OP
O  GL
o R'
O  RA
O f
D g
D o
D o
□  p
□  GL
□ r i
□  RA
OF
O g
O c
D o
O p
O GL
O  Rt
O  RA
OF
Og
O c
D o
Q p  
Q gl 
O  R' 
O  RA
Of
Og
Oc
G o
OP
□  GL
O Rl 
O RA
TARGETED RIFFLE BENTHOS SAMPLE
S am ple  ID No. o f J a r s C om m ent
.
flEAREST
TRANSECT
SUBSTRATE SIZE CLASSES 
F/S • ladybug o r sm aller (<2 mm)
G - ladybug to  te n n is  t» ll  (2 to 64
mm)
C - te n n is  t>all to  car s ized  (64 to  
4000 mm)
O - bedrock , hardpan . w ood, e tc
% FIne/Sand 
3  Gravel
S)̂ C oarse
g  Ottrer; Note In 
C om m ents
□  F /S
□  G
□  c  
D O
□  F/S
□  G
□  c  
D O
□  F/S 
O G  
D C  
D O
□  F/S 
D G  
D C  
D O
□  F/S 
D G
□  c
D O
□  F/S 
D G  
D C  
D O
D  F/S 
D G  
D C  
D O
D  F/S 
D G  
D C  
D O
Additional Benthos Comments
COM POSITE PERIPHYTON SAMPLE
Sample ID Composite Volume <mL)
Number of transects sampled (0-11):
Assemblage ID 
(50-mL tüt>e, preserved)
Chlorophyll 
(GF/F fitter)
Biomass 
(GF/F Fitter)
S am ple Vol. (mL) Flag S am p le  Vol. (mL) Flag S am ple Vol. (mL) Flag
Flag C om m ents
Flag codes: K = Sam ple not collected; U = S uspect sam ple; F1, F2, etc. = m isc. flag assigned  by field  crew. Explain all flags In comment sections.
31443
03/26/2001 2001 Sample Collection
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